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The race is on

Grand opening

LU student dies

Meet the three SGA presidential candidates
for the 1990-91 school year. Page 5.

Students and faculty mourn the death
of Kevin Galloway. See page 5.

Liberty University hosted its first-ever track
meet March 24.Story on Page7.
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Circuit judge approves
issue of tax-free bonds

Vol. 7, No. 19

Comedy highlights
materialistic society
By MEGAN BEARDER

By LAURA GREGG
Editor

Liberty University qualifies for a
tax-free bond issue, according to the
decision handed down by Judge
Mosby Perrow on Friday, March 23.
"We are very pleased with the findings of the court," the Rev. Jerry
Falwell said during a press conference in response to the decision. "I'm
not a lawyer, but in reading the findings of the court it seems that the
court agrees that being a Christian
school does not disqualify us from
receiving tax-free bonds."
Falwell emphasized that Liberty
will receive no tax exemption or state
aid from the bond issue. "The city of
Lynchburg is not loaning Liberty University money. The state of Virginia
is not loaning us money. Individuals
who are in no way connected with the
government will be investing in the

university," he continued. "Liberty
receives no benefits in that respect."
The purpose in applying to the
Lynchburg Industrial Authority for
the bonds, according to Falwell, is to
save university $2 million or more
annually in interest reductions. The
school will use the money from the
bonds to convert some three-to-five
year financing to 20 year financing as
well as fund some new construction.
"We have a number of things in mind
for the future," he said.
Those contesting the bond issuance
stated they have not decided whether
or not they will appeal the decision.
"If there were an appeal or any kind of
delay, we would simply have to wait
until the appeal was heard," Falwell
said.
The chancellor said one of the most
difficult aspects of the case was not
being able to deal with rumors because counsel asked the litigants not

to discuss the case publicly. "I want to
thank the students for their prayers
and patience in waiting for public
statements. We had to wait out the rumors because denial always demands
further comment."
Falwell reiterated earlier statements
that Liberty will not change as a result
of the bond issue. "In the courtroom
we made it very clear that Liberty is a
evangelical Christian school, and we
have never had any intention of compromising our Christian stand."
In response to questions from local
reporters, Falwell said any changes in
the new school catalog will have
nothing to do with the court case. "We
will abide by every commitment we
have made."
He said the court case has made him
take a close look at the university and
answer some questions. "Are we truly
an accredited liberal arts university or
are we a glorified Bible college? The

Wire Editor

The Rev. Jerry Falwell addresses reporters Friday during a
press conference announcing the
court's decision. (*<*> by s«.v. or*™
importance is to be both.
"We are, in fact, a Bible college to
the pastoral students in the School of
Religion. However, while we're distinctively Christian, we are training
business students, artists and politicians to compete in every area with
secular persons.
"Without compromising, we can
be all of those things," he added.

Campus life

Search 90 attracts talented students
Students demonstrated their talent March 24 at Search '90, a campus-wide talent contest sponsored by
the Student Government Association.
The show included performances
in the fields of music, magic and
comedy. Awards were given to the
top female vocalist, top male vocalist, top instrumentalist, and top duo

and group.
John Lowe was declared overall
winner after the judges re-voted to
break thetiebetween him and Doree
Light He won the $100 grand prize,
but since Light was so close the
judges awarded her $100 as well.
Lowe said he would spend his
prize money in France when he travels this summer with the Sounds of

Liberty. Light plans to go out for
Chinese food and put the rest in support for this summer's Brazilian
campaign.
Lowe also won best instrumentalist for his rendition of "Make His
Praise Glorious" on the piano. Light
won the female vocalist award for
singing Barbara Streisand's "Happy
Days Are Here Again."

Jeremy West, Torrey Monroe and Kal Schanz of the band Excathedra performed at Search '90 March 24,
winning the best group award for their rendition of "Let Everything That Has Breath Praise the Lord."

Other winners included Reid Horton, best male vocalist, and the
Excathedra's, best group. Horton
sang Sandi Patti's "Face to Faith,"
and Excathedra performed "Let Everything That Has Breath Praise the
Lord." Glen Foster II demonstrated
his magical talent, escaping from a
straight jacket to take the $25 variety award.
Contestants were judged on appearance, stage presence, quality of
performance, difficulty of performance and audience reaction.
The panel of judges included
Linda Cooper, assistant band director; David Coy, president of SGA;
Dane Emerick, dean of men; Mindy
Parish, former LIGHT singer; Wes
Tuttle, director of LIGHT Singers;
and Bernee Tuttle, director of
LIGHT Singers.
Michael Wells, LBN musical director, served as host
As top male and female vocalists,
Light and Horton will perform before the Gaither Concert on April
14. Lowe is scheduled to perform
before the Glad Concert on April 28.
Excathedra will be opening for Steve
Camp on Saturday March 31.
All of the winners have been performing for a long rime. Light and
Horton expressed an interest in singing professionally. Lowe said he
plans to become involved with Christian music at the church to which
God leads him.

The Pulitzer prize winning comedy, "You Can't Take It With You," will
be presented by Liberty's drama department April 5-7 and 12-14.
"It's about values, money and materialism," department chairman and
director David Allison said.
Two families that embrace opposite ideals are represented in the play.
The happy Sycamore family does everything it wants to and doesn't work.
The Kirby family works hard and has money, but the family members are
miserable.
The plot twists when the daughter of the Sycamore family falls in love
with the son of the Kirby family.
"It's funny, but it has a good message," Allison said. "It speaks to us
where we are today in society because there is this drive that you have to
have things; the play says that you have to be happy."
The cast of 19 includes: Molly Harrison as Essie, Kathy Jordan as
Penelope, Thomas Wooten as Ed, Troy Willis as Paul, Paul Milton Kalimuzo as Donald, Jason Wise as Mr. De Pinna, Patrick Shouse as Martin
Vanderhof and Amy Thomas as Alice.
Also acting are Todd Benson as Henderson, Jay Campbell as Boris
Kolenkhov, Steve Michael as The Man, Anna-Michelle Little as Cay Wellington, Tim Goodwin as Mr. Kirby, Sarah Kessler as Mrs. Kirby, Sean
Lucas as Tony Kirby, Rebecca Dellinger as Olga, India Williams as Reba
and Tim Reagan as Mac.
Allison purposely scheduled the performances to end the day before "tax
day." In the play it is revealed that Grandpa never paid taxes in his life.
"The show will serve as kind of a reminder for those who need to do their
taxes," Allison said.
The set, built by Don Brooks, is a New York Victorian home. Alex Von
Sayer serves as the lighting designer.
The play was written near the turn of the century by trie comedy duo of
Moss Hart and George S. Kauffman. It has been regarded as their best
work, and it established the style of comedy for that era.
The comedy is unique because the play writers developed the characters
before the plot was ever written. "This results in an emphasis on the characters rather than the plot," Allison explained. "It also creates a diversity of
unusual and very interesting and funny characters," he said.
All performances are at 8 p.m. with an additional 2 p.m. matinee April
7. Student tickets are $3.50; adults are $4.00.
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University establishes endowment program
By BEN LAFROMBOIS
Champion Reporter

In conjunction with the Brennan
Company Liberty University is endowing itself by insuring honor students. Donors to the university will
insure a student for $5,000 through
the insurance company. Upon the
death of the student the university
will collect $250,000.
The Brennan Company is the largest fund-raiser in America. Dr. Jerry
Falwell the company has raised more

than $50 billion for charities in the
last several years. The life insurance
on students is "nothing more than a financial vehicle to endow a university," Joseph Brennan, president of
the Brennan Company, stated.
He further described the policy as
"a partnership between you (the student) and the donor to achieve a particular result" The donation is tax
deductible and will not hinder the
future ability of the participants to
purchase life insurance, Brennan
explained.
The only commitment by students
is to allow the university to use their
names. The student must also give a
blood and urine sample.
This is the beginning of an 11 -year
program. During those 11 years all
monies brought in through the program will be used to purchase more
insurance, therefore broadening the
base of the endowment The benefits

of the program will be received far
into the future, but "the cash value of
the insurance policy strengthens the
university now," Falwell stated.
The 11-year campaign also involves

the development of a mutual fund and
other sources. A feasibility study is
now underway to determine all possible means of guaranteeing a glorious future for Liberty University.

Gary McSpadden demonstrated the musical talent that propelled
him to fame within the contemporary Christian music world during the
WRVL concert March 23. Contemporary-country singer Buddy Greene
photo b f n n on
also performed.
» °

SGA campaign fails to draw candidates
By BEN LAFROMBOIS

stated in Bylaw II, Section 3, part C a
vacancy in a level one office, which
includes the treasurer, will be apStudent Government elections al- pointed by the Student Government
low few choices for students this Association President with consent
year. The only contested race is for of a majority of the student senate.
student body president, which inThe reasons for the few interested
cludes three presidential hopefuls.
candidates varies according to posiThere is only one candidate for tion, David Coy, SGA executive presivice president of activities and one dent, said. "There are few people who
for secretary. The position of treas- could receive the backing from the
urer does not have a candidate.
senate for the position of Executive
The position of treasurer will be Vice President" stated Coy.
filled according to the procedure
Paul Davis, Executive Vice Presispecified in the "Liberty Way." As dent, stated, "One must be very famil-

Champion Reporter

iar with the senate to do a the job." tary, is running for re-election.
The lack of interest in the two reMelody Newby, Executive VicePresimaining
offices of Vice President of
dent candidate, has been senate pro
temp for the past year, and "nobody is Activities and Treasurer is due to the
fact "people don't see most of what
See Leadership
thejob consists of," stated Coy. Davis
added that "It is a lot of behind the
Campaign '90, Page 5
scenes work, and unless one enjoys it,
as well qualified," Davis stated. Coy it is unlikely they would volunteer for
explained that "Melody has been Paul the position."
Davis' right hand in the senate."
Despite the lack of candidates the
"It would be hard to win against an elections will be held as normal on
incumbent who did a good job," Davis April 3. The position of treasurer will
stated concerning the position of be filled after the election of student
Secretary. Beth Shoal, SGA Secre- body president
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Editorial

LU students
redefine
dating ritual

"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Lack of participation
taints competitive
spirit of elections
It's election time once again here at LU.
Today those with political aspirations and visions of
grandeur will don their red, white and blue apparel; break
out those r>crpetual"VaselmesmUes'^ redecorate otirwalls,
halls, floors and doors with posters, flyers and other written
forms of political jargon; and suddenly express an intense
desire to better the operation of Liberty University.
Right about this time of year the air usually gets charged
with excitement as platforms and bat tlelines are drawn and
supporters choose their sides. It's a no holds barred, all-out
contest to the voting booths.
Strategies are planned. Campaign managers search and
stretch their brains for new, innovative ways to promote
their candidates. Campaign committee members doze
their way through classes while they stay up night after
night painting, drawing, drinking coffee and creating innovative ways to make their candidate stand out from the
others.
Aah, the thrill of competition. Let the games begin!
But somehow this year's election feels different The
pre-contest excitement is missing. Where's the hoopla?
the fanfare? the slogans? the obnoxious political rhetoric?
Where, for that matter, are the candidates?
It is common knowledge that a contest, or in this case
race for political office, requires participants. True though
this may be, the fact remains that there are five SGA offices
available and only six candidates running.
Three of these office-seekers will battle head-to-head for
the high and lofty position of student body president The
vice-presidential, vice-president of student activities and
s secretarial candidates are running unchallenged (look for
some great campaign efforts from these people.) Finally,
"' • the illustrious position of treasurer has yet to be desired by
any candidate (a case of "no mon, no fun," maybe?)
Perhaps this whole situation is telling us something.
Perhaps there is a valuable lesson to be gleaned from this
lack of participation. Maybe student government should
forgo the campaign process altogether. Or maybe it's time
students took matters into their own hands and launched a
massive write-in campaign. (Of course, if students really
cared there would be more than six candidates for the SGA
positions. But here is a chance to redeem your apathy.)
Students could decide who they feel to be the best candidate and write his/her name on die ballot instead of "choosing" one from the long list of existing candidates. This
would not only offer everyone an opportunity to seek an
SGA office, but it would also provide some good, honest
competition.
No candidate should be allowed to accept an office that
has been, for all intents and purposes, handed to him. He
should have to work for i t He should be required to earn
the votes of the student body, not just gather them up at the
end of election day and slide unscathed into his gratuitous
position.
In order to prevent this absurd and unrealistic event from
taking place three-fold during the current election, students should vote for one of the three unopposed candidates only if they do actually support them and feel that
they are the best candidate for the job.
However, if a student feels that he knows a better candidate for the position he should feel free to write in the candidate of his own choice (Only qualified candidates,
please, naming a fictional or dead candidate such as Santa
Claus or Ghengis Kahn will not serve the purpose. Besides, who really wants Ghengis Kahn in office anyway?)
It's time for LU students to battle the beauracracy of
student government elections. This is a call to action. Let's
help to make this year's election the most challenging in
the school's history. On April 3, pick up a pencil and write
in a candidate. LU elections—where the choice should be
yours.

Liberty Forum Policies
The Liberty Champion welcomes members of the Liberty
community to submit letters to
the editor on any subject
Letters should not exceed 300
words and must be signed. The
Champion asks that all letters
be typed.
All material submitted to the
Liberty Champion becomes
the property of the Champion.

The Liberty Champion
reserves therightto accept, reject or edit any letter received,
according to the policies of
the Liberty Champion.
The deadline for all letters
is 6 p.m. Thursday.
Please address all letters to
"Editor, Liberty Champion"
and drop them off in DH 109
or Box 21754.

Once again 01'
——
Man Winter has
Jeffrey
stepped down from S i m m o n s
his seasonal throne,
giving up his crown to the youthful 01'
Man Spring. King Spring can now
begin his flowery reign of love, sunshine and daffodils to enchant his winterworn subjects.
Before I start writing a really lame
fairy tale, I thought I'd better get to the
heart of the matter. I'm not exactly
sure at this point what it is, but I might
know by thetimeI'm finished.
Ever since childhood, I have been
is really a tan!
buffeted with spring-time love propaganda. Phrases such as "love is in the
air" and "love blossoms in the spring"
have permeated my thinking for several years now.
Frankly, I just can't take any more
over run with gangs, drugs, graffiti ever-loyal cheerleading squad. What of this mushy stuff. I think the whole
and violence. The music reflects the is its purpose? The members run around aspect of dating, romance and love has
anarchy and chaos that the opening and cater only to our two major sports been addressed far too often in every
scenes depict
programs: football and basketball.
form of medium available. Everyone
The committee felt that in the conWhat about soccer, baseball and is sick andtiredof reading articles
text of portraying the degradation, the track? These sports need cheerleading about social interaction between
Editor,
I would like to respond to the letter in music could be left intact I might add too. If they are only going to cater to members of the opposite sex.
the Liberty Forumtitled,"Double stan- that the mood and message (chaos and the Big Two and supposedly lead these The LU dating experience has espedard defines music code." The writer anarchy) that this music conveys is a teams on to victory, then the squad is a cially been overworked. How many
stated, "It seems that music which can- good reason that we would not want big chunk of fat that can be trimmed times have you heard this at LU: "
not be played in my room (dorm) can such music played in our dorms, nor off the belly of this university.
Guys don't ask girls out" or "Girls
would we recommend it as a part of
The cheerleaders takeour funds which don't show interest in guys?" Bilbe played elsewhere on campus."
could be used to repair the Student lions? That's what I thought Well,
I would like to respond that this regular listening for anyone.
If you have had an occasion to view Center parking lot (that revolting from now on things will change....
"Double Standard" could also be applied to television, you may watch TV the weekend movies at David's Place, mudhole that thousands of students
It's no use. I can't go on attempting
in the TV lounges or senior dorms, but you are aware that some scenes, lan- have to painfully walk and/or drive to convince you of my desire to implethesameTVviewinginthedormroom guage and music are edited out The through anytime there is a decent movie ment change into this column. My
staff at David's Place and film review at the center) and use them to give the childhood learning patterns are too
will bring reprimands.
As well, the dress code in the Multi- committee take great pains to try to edit cheerleaders scholarships. What a heavily ingrained to be altered now.
purpose Center which would be appro- out offensive material, yet still leave waste!
Please don't hate me, because my
priate for a basketball game will re- the movies intact
Not only all of the above, but what question this week is, "What consticeive reprimands at church services in
about what the cheerleaders actually tutes a date?"
the same Multi-Purpose Center.
Jon Purple do. They never pay attention to the Here are the shameful responses.
Are these "Double Standards?" I do
game. Instead of leading the teams on
Kandi Hellyer, Southwestern,
not think so. They are the guidelines
to victory, they follow the teams to Mont - "Dating is getting together
by which the school chooses to abide.
defeat
with a member of the opposite sex for
I would like to deal with one of the
They are continuing all of the same the sole purpose of getting to know
specifics of the letter, the music in
routines that the cheerleading squad them better."
movies shown at David's Place. I am Editor,
from 1987 did. Furthermore, when
Jeff Fulton, New Castle, Del. •
one of the members of that committee
As a representative of Liberty I have they throw footballs into the stands, "Dating is when a male and female get
that previews such films. The music manytimesseen that the blinders have you've got to ask yourself what is together and go out to have a good
which was in the opening scene to the been put over our eyes as students, fac- more in demand, the cheerleaders or time. Love is not the issue; it's just a
movie "Lean on Me" generated a dis- ulty and staff. More often than not, those little plastic footballs. We can time to have a lot of fun."
cussion on the committee. Should we money has been spent on things we all say the latter is true.
Pam Havey, Cherry Hill, N J. - "A
dub out the sound/music or leave it in? simply do not need and then money
What should we as Liberty repre- date is when two people of the oppoIf you have not seen the film (based can't seem to be found for all the things sentatives do?
site sex meet at a specific time and
on a true story), the opening scene we do need. Money, where are you?
place with the intent of having a good
shows a New Jersey high school that is Take for instance our ever-loving,
See Liberty forum, Page 3 time together."

Bacon Beach—where a tan

Liberty Forum
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Dean defends
music code

Cheerleaders
should be axed
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Noise exposure can lead to hearing loss
Several people

•

mowers, etc., should be included in
calculations regarding noise exposure.
It is the sole responsibility of the individual to protect himself from noise.
Ear plugs and ear mutts of several
types will reduce the level of noise
exposure by 20-30 dB.
Stereo headphones are worthless for

is to increase the volume of the stereo Only during concerts do the ear muffs
to drown out other noises.
come off.
have spoken to me
I have taken care of several musiHearing is important. Protect it An
in reference to loud
La 116
cians who have lost their hearing from occasional exposure to loud sounds
music over the last ~~•———~—
listening to their own music. For in- for a short period of time may not be
tew months. The pleasant refrains of
stance, the sound level produced dur- harmful, but a prolonged exposure to
popular tunes are perceived as noise
ing practice sessions by the Band of loud noises, be they saws or music,
by some people. In fact even if it is
the Air Force Reserves is great enough will eventually take its toll on your
appreciated as music, the sound levels hearing protection because the tendency to require use of hearing protection.
hearing.
of voice and instruments may be hazardous to your health.
For more than 100 years it has been
by G.Triplett
established that noise exposure of sufficient magnitude will cause hearing
loss. Noise induced hearing loss accounts for 1.7 million compensation
ttYKIM»S>INHMii
Box 20000 Liberty University
cases in the US among workers beLynchburg, VA 24506-8001
tween 50 and 59 years of age. This
(804) 582-2471
exceeds any other occupational hazLaura Gregg
ard.
Editor
It is impossible to establish a clearMegan Bearder
cut distinction between "safe" and
Wire Editor
"unsafe" noise exposures. Some people
Curt
Olson
are more sensitive to noise than others.
News Editor
It is, therefore, impractical to protect
Marvin Ham kit
everyonefromnoise. The standard for
Assist. News Editor
noise exposure established by the
Kevin Bloye
Occupational Safety and Health AdSports Editor
ministration (OSHA) is intended to
JefTCota
protect 90 percent of the population.
Assist.
Sports Editor
Noise is measured in decibels (dB).
Kathie
Donohue
Normal conversation occurs at 65 dB.
Feature/Opinion
Many types of machinery produce noise
Editor
in the 70-120 dB range. A power saw,
Jeffrey
Simmons
for example, produces sounds at about
Assist.
Feature
editor
llOdB. Pain begins at 125 dB.
Fran
Gorr/Dawn
English
The OSHA standard for noise is 90
Photo Editors
dB for eight hours a day. For every
Pamela Havey
five dB increase in the noise level, the
Advertising Manager
permissible duration of exposure is reJohn Hotz
duced by half. In other words, 95 dB
Ad Layout Manager
for four hours or 100 dB for two hours
Prof. Ann Wharton
would be considered a "safe" exposure in any one day.
Adviser
The OSHA standard, unfortunately,
The Liberty Champion is distributed every
does not make allowances for noise
Wednesday while school is in session. The
opinions expressed in this publication do
exposure outside the work place. Noise
How math teachers make tests
not necessarily represent those of Liberty
from stereos, home appliances, lawn
^Jniversity^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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'Healthy' tan could damage skin

Writer discusses power of munchies
The other day I
Dan
got a severe case
of the munchies.
Hochhalter
You know, that
mysterious, yet frequent, occurrence
that takes place now and then, attacking the brain in its most intense form,
causing the body to drop anything and
search the streets of Lynchburg for
prey to munch.
You may not really be hungry, but a
severe compulsion overtakes the nought
process causing you to eat anything
within spitting distance. For some reason the body no longer looks at the fact

that the stomach may already be full.
You may have just eaten a pizza the
size of River Ridge Mall, and you'd
still find yourself picking the pepperoni off of somebody else's dinner.
There are still a lot of things we
don't know about the body and what
makes it work, but I think we're very
close to understanding more about the
munchies and how they occur.
I was in the library, bringing the total
number of visitations to 12 in four
years, to research this topic, and I think
I found an answer in a lengthy book by
the world-renown scientist Dr. Hans
Gruebenheimen titled, A Layman's
— Inner view
Guide to Biology and 50 Other Ways
Continued from Page 2
to Kill a Roach.
In Gmcbcnhei men's book, he briefly
Scott Komarnicki, Virginia Beach, explains the concept of the munchies:
Va. - "Dating is going out with a member "Gustatory functions occur when sevof the opposite sex in order to get to eral antheridium archegonials are presknow the other person better and just ent throughoutthccycloptic hairs, known
to have a good time together."
more commonly as cy cloptic hairs, thus
Kendra Coleman, Port Huron, nullifying the buds to an instantaneous
Mich. - "Dating is getting to meet a degree in the basic vertebrate systems."
wide variety of males, having fun in This translated into English is, "I don't
hopes of one day meeting your mate." really know. My mother made me
Ward Thornton, Virginia Beach, become a scientist,"
Allow me to explain, using Dr.
Va. - "Dating (a game played by LU
ladies) is a woman's attempt to gain Gruebenheimen's basic premise, how
dominant reign over a man's mind, the munchies work. As I said earlier,
heart and soul. The words "see ya" are the stomach may not necessarily be
often quoted by the victors of this empty. Munchies come as aresultof
the hands and mouth being bored besport."
Chuck Taylor, Indianapolis, Ind. yond belief. But somehow the hands
- "A date is an organized, planned and mouth have managed to convince
event in which members of the oppo- the brain that the stomach hasn't seen a
site sex participate in fun and frolic." morsel in three weeks.

Using nerve impulses, the hand
manages to convince the brain that
communications between the stomach
and brain have somehow been cut off
(possibly by a virus) rendering the
brain ignorant of activities beneath the
neck.
However, the hand graciously acts
as an eager messenger between the
brain and the stomach, which cries
out to the brain that it is virtually
moments away from starving to death.
Therefore, the brain seeks out food.
Nothing can be done to counter a
case of the munchies except to intake
enormous amounts of high-caloric
food.
There are, however, several ways of
testing yourself to see if what you are
experiencing is actual hunger or just a
case of the munchies.
—When munchies are present, you
often find that potato chips, chocolate
or your favorite snack doesn't taste
very good even though you keep shoveling large quantities of it into your
mouth.
—When you are hungry, you often
look for something solid to eat like a
well-balanced meal. With the munchies,
you usually find yourself heading
straight for the snack section in the
grocery store and filling up the cart
with anything that's not good for youotherwise known as food with taste.
—You have just cured hunger when
you gaze at an empty plate, wipe your
mouth with either your napkin or your
sleeve (it depends on your date) and

Fastfood chains renig on agreement

— Liberty forum
Continued from Page 2

By DAN SPERLING
USA TODAY wire service

First of all we should write our student senate and ask them to come up
with a bill to cancel the cheerleaders'
budget and take away their free (scholarship) rides. If the RAs'scholarships,
whose responsibilities don't include
clapping, jumping and yelling, can be
cut, then so can the cheerleaders' scholarships.
Second, the uniforms and equipment
should be auctioned off and all the proceeds given to die "Pave the Student
Center Parking Lot Fund" to help relieve our suffering in the miry clay.
Finally, we should make it known
that cheerleading is a thing of the past
Itisoutofstyleandveryhighschoolish.
After all, who goes to cheerleading
meets? No average person I know
goes, only the cheerleaders. I have an
earnest feeling that there will be no
cheerleading squads in heaven, we will
be the squad.
One positive comment I have is that
all of the several cheerleaders I know
are very humble and love the Lord.

Most major fast-food chains are not
living up to an agreement to make
nutritional information available to
customers, a consumer group charged
Monday.
McDonald's, Burger King, Kentucky
Fried Chicken, Wendy's and Jack in
the Box agreed informally in 1986 to
make pamphlets providing nutritional
information and ingredients available
in all their stores, Richard LaymanHeitman of die Center for Science in
the Public Interest said.
Although the agreements were with
me attorneys general of 10 states, the
chains said they would extend the practice nationwide, he said.
The free pamphlets are to provide
such information as calories, cholesterol, fat, salt and ingredients.
But a recent CSPI survey of 60 restaurants in nine states found that only
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Jack in die Box was complying in most
outlets (83 percent). Burger King was
second (43 percent), followed by
Kentucky Fried Chicken and
McDonald's (both 23 percent) and
Wendy's (none).
"Forty million people eat in fast-food
restaurants every day. We want them
to know what's going into their stomachs," Layman-Heuman said.
The center says fast-food consumers
need to know:
— McDonald'sand Burger King fry
potatoes in beef fat
— Burger King's Whopper witii
cheese has 711 calories; shakes often
contain artificial color.
— McDonald's Chicken McNuggets contain ground-up chicken skin.
But McDonald'sTerriCapatosto says
McNuggets no longer contain chicken
skin. She says McDonald's had no
agreement to provide nutritional
information, but has voluntarily provided pamphlets for IS years.

pat your stomach several times while
chanting, "That was delicious/terrible."
With the munchies, you don't stop nibbling until you either fall asleep or die.
—Whatever you're feeling during
midterms or finals IS the munchies,
NOT hunger.
—When you trade a 16-ounce sirloin for a bag of puffy Cheetos it is undoubtedly the munchies. (And if the
steak you turned down was being purchased by someone else with a lot of
money, you also need to quickly find a
head shrink!)
—When you go to the grocery store
and walk up and down the aisles for
hours not being able to find the perfect
snack but know for certain that you're
hungry for something, this is considered the munchies.
—The munchies are when you start
searching for something to eat in the
refrigerator and when nothing is found,
you eat therefrigerator.(This problem
is mainly found in either dieters or
pregnant women.)
Now enough of this. I'm starving!

By BRIAN RANDALL
Specialtolha Champion

Spring break was a time for Liberty students to relax and enjoy their
time away from books, the cafeteria
and Lynchburg; but for students who
went to the sandy beaches of Florida, it was a time of serious tanning.
For the many students who invaded towns like Daytona, Orlando,
Siesta Key and Clearwater, the
weather was perfect for catching
"rays." "I met more people from LU
in Florida than I do hereon campus,"
Mark Denham, a senior, said. Students returned to Lynchburg golden
brown or with blistering sunburns.
"I've seen people tanning on the
beaches using everything from baby
oil to Coke," a native Floridian said.
"I couldn't wait to get home to catch
some rays."
It'seasy to spot the Florida crowd,
jealous pale faces have noted. When
Tom Johnson, a sophomore, was
asked if tanning was an important
part of spring break, he replied, "Sure,
wiry not, but I try to alternate tanning
every other summer because it can
be damaging to your skin." Accord-

ing to studies done by the American
Cancer Association, tanning is harmful because of its ultra-violet rays.
In a recent advertisement by the
American Cancer Association, a
deeply tan woman is pictured with
the slogan "Fry now, pay later."
However, die sunscreen products
industry has answered the call for
safer tanning with sunblock protection factors (SPF).
"You need to consider your skin;
if it is fair, then you need a higher
SPF tanning lotion," Deborah Butts
said. "I usually start out with SPF 6
lotion for a few days to get a good
base, and then I just use oil."
"A tan will last longer when it is
gotten slowly and with sunscreen,"
Angela Chafin said. Many students
said that they would feel "out-ofplace" if they did not return to Liberty with a tan.
"I like a tan because it makes me
look and feel healthy," Trey Gilham,
a sophomore, said. "Nobody wants
to be white like the belly of a catfish."
However, just as spring break
fades into memory, the tans of Florida will also fade.

Corner of the House

Relationships help build LU 'community'
ment that is conducive to a strong sense of community.:
Welcome to Corner of the House, a
This is an issue with which many campuses, secular and
weekly column concerning "your house
Brad
Christian, are currently dealing.
and yourcommunity," the residence halls
Lau
and campus. Each article will be writLiberty is a school that has a strong in loco parentis (Latin
ten by a member ofthe Residence Life Staffto give you prac- for "in place of parents") philosophy. This is an ideal that
tical answers to problems in the dorms.
secular campuses abandoned in die 1960s but are now
The column will include practical answers to questions returning to, according to Lee Noel in die April, 1989, issue
such as, "How do I get my heater fixed?" or resolve more of die secular publication Recruitment and Retention.
tender issues like, "Oh, no! we've run out ofTP!" Other
Noel describes a popular system, known as die "House:
topics to be covered include: "What do I do when I lose my System," that has been initiated at Graceland College in:
dorm key? " "I have a friend comingfrom out of town who Iowa. Undertiiisvery popular system, everyresidencehall
wants to stay in the dorm, how can I save $5 a night on the is considered a "House." When freshmen enter the college,:
visitorfee?"
they are assigned to a particular "House" which will proIn addition, we will examine personal relationship issues vide a community for die duration of their education at the
':
like the roommate who hits his snooze alarm 20timesbefore college.
getting out of bed, the roommate "odd-couple" syndrome, This community becomes die social, political, spiritual
dating with a curfew and keeping racial harmony within the andacademichubof organization while at die school. Each
residence halls, to name just a few.
"House" elects a president and a council. Much of the
We also want to bring to light some community issues structure for such a system is already in place at Liberty
such as campus safety, parking andpurgatory, why neither through RAs, SLDs, Prayer Leaders, Dorm Senators, Aca-1
exist; and litter and snowballs— where both can be thrown demic Committee on Excellence representatives, etc.
safely and properly.
A sense of community helps to contribute to an identity
We hope that this column will provide insightful and for each student, and has been proven successful in improv-;.
helpful information that will enhance your living experience ing studentretentionand campus spirit.
here at LU.
The issue that Paul stressed in one of his epistles was that j
he was no longer a part of the Jewish community, but a part;
Fraternity, sorority—the very words strike terror in our of the Christian one. This, along with a vibrant walk with
thoroughly Christianized bones. Yet, perhaps secular soci- Christ provided a sense of belonging for the Apostle.
ety has grasped something that is very important to college
NOTE: If you have comments concerning such a pro- •
life in the sense of community that such organizations foster.
It seems that this is something that should be magnified gram as die "House System," or think it has merit, please
tenfold at a Christian university such as Liberty. One of the address your comment to Brad Lau, c/o Residence Life;
goals of the Residence Life Office is to create an environ- Office.

Matthew T. Champion

Before he thanked his producer,
he thanked his creator.

service / sar - vas /
n. employment as a servant.
Christian ministries need people with
your skills to work and serve in the US.
and overseas. Thousands of
jobs are available
right now. CALL
INTERCR1STO
TODAY

800-426-1342
(WA & Canada
206-546-7330)

DON'T SIGN UP
FOR A STUDENT
LOAN UNTIL YOU
SIGN UP HERE.
$ rssgE: i.
.

G
Men who don't register with
Selective Service aren't eligible for
some federal benefits. And that
includes federal student aid for college. So if you're within a month of
turning 18, take five minutes and fill
out a simple card at the post office.

Academy Student Film Award winner Antonio Zarro made Bird in a Cage at Regent University.
He had his priorities straight, as do all our graduate students of Communication and the Arts. Seeking
God as their source, they apply hands on learning to a master plan for life. Life at the pinnacle of
professionalism. For details and our free video viewbook, call 1-800-952-8000.

Regent University
°formerly CBN University

Sdwtiv* Unltm R MUtratioa.
H't Qoi«k. It'* i«sy- A M ••'» * • • Law.
Apjtilit w»*w.to(ihitp(jbk<i"»

J

A Christian university in Virginia Beach, Va., offering graduate degrees from five colleges and possessing America's only accredited Bible-based law school.
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News Briefs
USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

World

disclosed as jury selection was completed Wednesday. Testimony beBritain's conservative
gins March 30. List remarried and
party defeated
lived in Denver for 18 years before
Prime Minister Margaret being arrested.
Thatcher's Conservative Party candidate was badly defeated Friday in Valdez skipper acquitted
a by-election, losing a former party of major charges
stronghold to an opposition socialA jury in Anchorage Thursday
ist candidate. Voters were angry acquitted Exxon Valdez skipper
about the unpopular poll tax.
Joseph Hazelwood of being drunk
reckless when his tanker ran
United States supported and
aground, causing the nation's worst
Noriega regime
oil spill. He was convicted, though,
According to intelligence reports of the minor charge of negligent
and documents recently declassi- discharge of oil. He could face a
fied, the United States supported maximum penalty of 90 days in jail
Manuel Noriega's dictatorship in and a $ 1,000 fine. Exxon faces 1 SO
Panama even after it was known he civil suits and a five-count federal
was involved in drug running, mur- criminal indictment.
der and election fraud.

Greyhound officials
work to resume talks

Nation
List claims insanity
as murder defense
John List, accused of killing his
mother, wife and three kids in
WestfiekL NJ., 18 years ago, admitted to the killings, but says he is
not guilty because he has a mental
defect. The insanity defense was

Greyhound officials met Friday
with federal mediators in Washington in a possible prelude to resuming negotiations with drivers who
went on strike March 2. Talks broke
down Sunday and the company said
it wouldn't return to the bargaining
table until violence against its working drivers stops.

news
Student's presence
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will
be missed by LU family
By DAWN E.WALKER
Champion Reporter

Students and faculty members left for Kentucky
last Thursday to pay their last respects to fellow
student and friend Richard Kevin Calloway.
Calloway, 22, was killed March 16 when the
single-engine chartered plane he was piloting
crashed into Sharp Top Mountain in Bedford
County.
Calloway and his brother, Dwayne Douglas Calloway, 29, were flying to Lynchburg from their
hometown of Inez, Ken. The senior student was
returning from spring break, and his brother was
returning with him for a visit. Calloway had rented
the plane from Virginia Aviation in Lynchburg to
fly home and back.
On-site investigation by the Federal Aviation
Administration has ruled out engine failure as the
cause of the crash, and investigators are blaming
fog and bad weather conditions as the main cause.
Kevin, a member of the Army National Guard,
had many friends within the student body and was
well-respected by the faculty, according to Dr.
Dennis Fields.
"The accident came as a shock," assistant campus pastor Dwayne Carson said. Fields and Carson

attended the funeral held Thursday, March 22. Dr.
Fields conducted the full-military service. Six
people made decisions for salvation during the
invitation, he reported.
A total of 15 Liberty University students also
attended the funeral. Carson stated before his
departure last Thursday. "Kevin was a well-liked
student,"
Because Calloway's death affected many students, Carson suggested that they look to God for
the support and answers during their grief. "First,
one should look at Rom. 8:28 which says that all
things work together for good to them that love the Kevin and his fiancee Tracey Pellerin
Lord," Carson said.
"Another verse that came immediately to my
Flight
mind was Phil. 1:21. 'To live is Christ and to die is
gain.' As Christians we can take comfort in knowNoisy rumble of metal wings
ing that Kevin is in the presence of the Lord now.
Gave way to winglessflightof soul
We have hope of the resurrection," Carson said.
From power to Power,
"Death is coming to all, but we know God is in
Stratosphere to celestial sphere;
control. We don't have the same kind of grief," he
From groaning to melody,
said.
From His hand to His bosom.
Carson is asking students to remember one another and the Calloway family in prayer during this
One flight attempted;
difficult time.
A greater one achieved.
Kevin and Dwayne are survived by their parents,
Robert and Gladys Calloway, and six sisters.
Glenna R. Fields

Final drop date nearing

Falwell addresses senate

By MARVIN HAMLETT

By DOUGLAS R. DEMPSEY

Asst News Editor

no area of the ministry went untouched
take some important steps forward.
Some of these steps include assist- by budget reductions.
"We brought in a consultant to look
ing the Liberty University library.
The Liberty University records office wishes to remind students that the last
day to drop a class is April 2. After this date students will receive an automatic
The Rev. Jerry Falwell attended the Liberty's library will receive at what we're doing, and we were the
"F* for any class dropped.
Thursday, March 22 Student Senate $300,000 for the purchasing of new only school offering such a high
meeting to answer student questions. books for the 1990-91 school year. amount of scholarship aid (to R A' s),"
The drop policy, which was implemented last semester, gives students 10
Falwell began by giving a "state of New biology and chemistry labs will Falwell said.
weeks to decide whether or not to drop a class. During previous semesters
the ministry" address in which he be added plus a much upgraded
Falwell also addressed the parking
students had the luxury of waiting until the final week to drop a class with a
capsuledthe university's present finan- computer lab.
ticket situation which has been a point
grade of "W" or "WF", neither of which affected their grade point averages.
cial status and what has been done in
Falwell also said that a few busi- of controversy all year. Parking tick- Rev. Jerry Falwell
"Surprisingly, wedidn't have an unusual number of complaints," Associate
the area of cost containment and long- nessmen have agreed to give the ets that were increased to $25 were
Registrar Julie Axel commented on the new policy. "Everyone cooperated
term financing.
school $1 million worth of books if reduced to $10 effective March 22. it's in the bylaws (of the university) very well."
Falwell said, "This is the most the school finds a donor for the build- The Chancellor, with a smile sug- andchurch attendance is never going
The main reason the policy was initiated last semester concerns the univerroller coaster type of year that we have ing. Falwell estimated an adequate geested that students park illegally, to be optional," Falwell said.
sity's repeat policy. Delays were caused in the records office in trying to diflibrary will cost about $4 million and since there are more parking spaces
ever had,"
Falwell explained that the doctrinal ferentiate between first time drops and those dropped classes being repeated
He referred to the PTL scandal of wouldprobably be constructed where on campus than cars. He conceded strength of the fundamentalist minis- under LU's repeat policy.
1987 as the starting point for financial the Religion Hall parking lot is cur- that two parking lots by the soccer ters and business leaders in the LU
Complications then arose between students dropping a class for the first
field and deyind the senior dorms Board of Trustees, which is a self- time and those dropping under the repeat policy. Different forms were
hardships for most national ministries rently located.
Athletic funding, which has been were quite distant, but were located perpetuating board, guarantees the required in order to keep the students' records straight.
including Old-Time Gospel Hour.
"My feeling at the time(1987) was robust in the midst of ministry-wide closer than parking lots at UVA or school's theological security in the
In addition many students waited until the last minute to drop a class in past
Virginia Tech.
this won't have a long-term effect on cutbacks, was a topic of discussion
future.
semesters; therefore the records office had to cope with an enormous number
"Donors give to what turns them
the cause of Christ. But we all underWith the large number of incoming
"I also guarantee you our board of dropped classes during the final week of school.
estimated its negative effect," Falwell on," Falwell explained. "They say, students for next year that the school won't ever appoint a president or
Another reason for the change was the disapproval of some instructors
said concerning the scandal's effect 'It's my money; and if youdon'twant is expecting, concerns over housing chancellor who isn't right on target because irresponsible students wasted time in class, knowing the old drop
on donations to most national minis- it, I'll give it to someone else.' It were addressed. One student asked if (doctrinally)," Falwell stated.
policy would bail them out.
doesn't take long to make that deci- more students would be allowed to
tries.
When asked why there wasn't a
Axel added, "It's a good policy, and it will make students more responsible."
live off-campus to make room for- more democratic process used in
The decision was made in 1987 not sion (to take the money)."
to reduce budgets in the hope that the
Falwell assured students, "Not one New Freshmen.
making university decisions, Falwell
Bakker-Swaggart stigma would dis- dime from the ministry has gone to
"Yes, there will be more students said, "I don't apologize for the fact
appear and contributions would in- the stadium or arena. There is no way off-campus," Falwell said. "But we that the school is run by the adminicrease.
we could have done that in the last do not want a freshman class living stration. That doesn't mean every deoff-campus." He said the Dean's of- cision isrightand every grievance is
"We made the decision in April two years."
1989 to cut our budget dramatically
When cheerleader Brian Randall fice will decide the new parameters wrong."
Hi Current Executive Vice President
and cease deficit spending," Falwell asked about the proposed cuts for the for older upper-classmen regarding
****
EL Vice Presidents chief of staff
: said."We came forth with recommen- cheerleading program, Falwell said, this issue.
Bills passed from the March 8 sen0. Senator for three years
dations about how we could cut about "I didn't know about that. It's too
Falwell also stated emphatically that ate include: refunds for town stuE Chair of Various Senate committees
25 percent in operations without af- much (of a cut). I'll personally look Liberty was not changing its policies dents, post office lobby open on
fecting the vitality of the ministry."
into it"
because of the bond issue.
Sundays and the installation of toilet
Once ministry priorities were rearWhen asked about the recently "Mandatory chapel will always be; seat cover dispensers for bathrooms.
ranged and the necessary budget cor- announced cuts in Resident Assistant
rection were made, we were able to scholarships, Falwell explained that
Champion Reporter

Go Straight Up
, Experienc&Counts!

tote Davis

r

Break away

Back

Talk

Dr. Darlene Holland
Q. What Is 'whiplash?"
A It's acommon name for an injury when the neckis "whipped" -when there is sudden
hyper-extension (rapid backward motion) followed by sudden hyper-flexion (rapid
forward motion).
Whiplash can occur when the body pitches forward suddenly from a stumble, fall
or other accident. It happens most typically in auto "rear-enders." The driver of the
front car, usually unsuspecting and relaxed, is hit by the force of another car slamming in to him from behind. The driver's (and/or passenger's) head first snaps backward and then forward by the quick stopping motion. This whipping motion then
usually strains or tears, the muscles, ligaments and soft tissues of the neck and
frequently injures the cervical spine as well.
Q. Will I know If I get a serious whiplash Injury?
A. Yes, but not always right away. You probably will feel immediate pain, but
sometimes the symptoms take hours, or even days, to show up. Reactions to
whiplash might include stiff and painful neck, severe restiction of movement of the
head and neck, shoulder and arm pain, heaches, visual disturbance and others.
Whether or not you feel the immediate symptoms, it's wise to be checked by your
doctor of chiropractic as soon as possible. Whiplash has potentially serious
complications.

Bikes Unlimited

Come get your graduation
announcements
Senior Special
Buy 1 Pack
Buy 2 Packs
Buy 3 Packs

$9.00
$16.00
$22.50
(only $7.50 per pack)

Each pack contains 10 announcements

Q. How can I avoid whiplash Injuries?
A. For one thing, make sure that the headrests in your car are high enough to touch
your skull. This can prevent whiplash injury if you are rear-ended. Adjust their height
for different drivers and passengers. Be aware, too, of unsafe or erratic drivers,
particularly those behind you, and try to avoid them. Practice defensive driving.
But if you do suffer this most common accident, use ice packs on your neck, rather
than heat, during the first hours and see your doctor of chiropractic immediately.
Chiropractic care might include the use of ice packs, cervical support through a soft
foam collar, moist heat and other physiological therapeutics, with specific manipulation to restore normal motion .function and alignment of the cervical vertebrae as soon
as indicated.

Holland Chiropractic Center

Trek • Cannondale •Schwinn

For The Interest Of Better Health
10506 Timberlaka Rd.
Suite B
Lynchburg, Va.

2248 Lakeside Drive • Lynchburg, VA 24503
385-4157

We repair all makes of bikes

Seniors

I

237-0413

Liberty University

Bookstore
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LEADERSHIP!
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Pickett forms 'Pickett line'

Davis hopes to broaden
SGA's impact on campus
By CURT W.OLSON

will help students in the selection
of their new classes," he stated.
By CAROLYN LONG
Pickett worked with Scott Brown,
make a difference. "Other presi"Other colleges do it, and it should
Special to the Champion
Paul Davis, the current SGA Ex- not be hard to implement."
former 1988-89 SGA president, and
dents haven't shown themselves.
feels that experience helped him un- ecutive Vice President, hopes to
I'm aware of what students need. I
Second, Davis also would like
Brandon Pickett plans to make a haven't been sheltered under SGA." derstand how to portray ideas to the broaden Liberty University student SGA to assist the campus pastor's
difference in the relationship beHe said that while the other presi- student body and how SGA runs. He government's impact upon the lives office in establishing a student suptween the student body and the ad- dents were busy learning how to
was also class president for four of LU students if he is elected port program. The program would
ministration by becoming Student work with SGA, he has been talkstudent body president on April 3.
years while he was in high school.
revolve around students who come
Government Association (SGA) ing with students and hearing their
The themes for Davis' campaign from homes where there is or has
He has chosen his slogan: "It's
president.
are "take a stand" and "straight up." been alcohol or drug abuse.
needs.
Pickett, a 20-year old senior from
The "take a stand" theme asks each
Pickett also said that he can reAlso, its aim is to help students
Richmond, Va., said that most SGA late to the campus students and the
LU student to choose his own leader who have had deaths of family memofficers tell the administration what town students because he lived in
for student government, encouraging bers. "These students often feel
the students want; instead, he will the dorms for three years and is curstudents to make a personal choice alone, like they are the only ones in
ask the administration what it needs. rently living off-campus.
rather than voting as their friends do. that situation," Davis stated.
In turn, the administration and stuThe "straight up" theme is geared
He added," SGA could do so
Finally, he would like SGA to be
Paul Davis
dent body will work together to build much. I'm not running a negative
toward the programs Davis hopes to involved with the clubs and the club
morale.
initiate as student body president. It presidents. He stated that clubs have spreading the gospel around the
campaign; but if SGA starts someSome of his plans for next year thing, they should finish it. I plan
is a positive theme of improving the a feel for the way students are think- world. Davis stated that there are
are as follows: to increase morale at to build SGA back up."
situation on campus.
ing, and SGA must be in contact different emphases for each team
Liberty by publishing a weekly
Davis stated, "SGA has the with them. Meetings between SGA team that goes to Kenya on the
Pickett feels that he is qualified
newsletter from Dr. Falwell and Dr. to be president even though his
opppoitunity to take an active role and club presidents would produce Kenya Project. SGA would Uien
Guillermin, clarifying current rumors background is not in SGA. He said
on campus." He wants to accom- some campus activities as well as raise funds for the needs of die team
in the administration; to improve his major, broadcast journalism, is
plish this through three areas: the discussion of issues that concern stu- during that stage of die Kenya Projspirituality on campus by setting a an asset. A student at Liberty three
campus, the community and the dents.
ect.
Brandon Pickett
time for group prayer according to consecutive years, he is the segment
world.
Davis believes LU must make an
Despite die ideas that Davis would
a student's room number; and to producer for LU TV and the operaDavis wants to impact the campus impact upon die community. He like to have implemented, he betime to join the Pickett line." Everydevelop an in-house hiring agency tions manager for WLBU.
one is invited to the student center in three ways. First, he wants to stated he would like to develop con- lieves the rapport he has established
at Liberty to increase job opportuniApril 1 to get to know Pickett on a establish a faculty roster which tact with the area colleges of Sweet with die administration is a plus for
"I've been trained in how to porties and give students a reference tray ideas to people. That is what
one-to-one basis. He said: "I want would have each professor's name, Briar, Lynchburg College and Ran- him. His tenure as executive vice
for their resumes.
to meet with students when they are the classes he or she teaches, the dolph-Macon. The community out- president has allowed Davis to build
SGA does. SGA portrays ideas to
Pickett said he wants to become the students and administration and
relaxed instead of speaking to a large number of tests in the class and the reach would focus on the Lynchburg a working relationship or "friendly
president because he feels he can makes them understandable."
attendance policy for the class. "This Neighborhood Beautification Pro- tension," as Davis calls it, with Vice
group without any feedback."
gram. Each year people canvass the President Vernon Brewer and Dean
community to help paint or assist in Jon Purple. "We've built die relathe repairs of homes. Davis stated tionship, and now we must take it a
the city of Lynchburg pays for all of
Bailey also elaborated on his defi- they currently do.
By CURT W.OLSON
Bailey also believes his tenure as the materials it uses; all it needs is step further to help die students."
In fact, Davis has supported some
nite plans for legislation. He wants to
Furthermore, Bailey would like to president of the LIGHT Club during
News Editor
volunteers to do the work.
senate
legislation this year which he
initiate a split meal plan for all stu- see some definite senior privileges the 1988-89 school year has allowed
His plan is for all of die local col- will act upon if elected president.
Jeff Bailey, a junior from Mount dents. "I recently talked to Vernon initiated. "Seniors don't have privi- him to develop that relationship with
leges to be involved in helping die This includes split meal plans for
Pleasant, Mich., will stress total lead- Brewer, and he said he is in favor of leges right now, and they deserve the LU administration. He has also
city. "I have already talked to city residents of die senior dorms and the
some," he said.
ership in student government leaders
worked on former SGA President
officials," Davis said, "and they like acquisition of an automatic teller maduring his campaign for student body
Bailey also offered some sugges- Scott Brown's cabinet.
the idea."
chine on campus.
president.
tions for the parking situation. "Until
Though candidates always look at
The world outreach part of Davis'
"SGA has die opportunity now,"
His campaign theme, "making a
the situation improves, we need des- changes for the student body, Bailey
campaign emphasizes die needs of Davis said in conclusion, "to help
difference," will stress changes he
ignated 15-minute parking spaces," is also looking to stress some spiritual
die Kenya team. He would like to students and to help more with their
would like to see made in SGA relahe said. "Even Dr. Falwell said that issues. "One of the greatest problems
help the Kenya team so that LU and needs. SGA will make a big mistions with the administration. Also,
$25 for a ticket is too much. It's just we have at LU is apathy," Bailey
SGA will have an integral part in take if it doesn't do dial."
he has specific ideas for legislation to
a matter of getting it (a resolution like stated. "We're not challenged, and
be brought before the Student Senate
this) through the right channels."
we're not around non-Christians who
to establish "student rights." Finally,
Bailey is also suggesting a Friday will challenge our beliefs."
Bailey wants to place an emphasis on
night curfew of 1 a.m.
He stated SGA must have a comspiritual leadership within the student
He stated that surveys, student fo- mitment for action. "TheLU student
body.
rums with school administrators and body is spiritually hungry." He said
letters to Dr. Guillermin could be used although big gatherings are good for
He has established some definite
Liberty University
efficiently to get the student body's worship, LU must look to smaller
goals which will be the focus of his
opinion across to the administration. meetings to meet the spiritual needs
campaign and his administration if he
"I really want to get a student forum of the campus. He suggested tapping
is elected by the student body.
Jeff Bailey
started again," Bailey said. "This is into the religion department profes"LU is very segmented," he said,
"from Lynchburg College as well as the proposal," Bailey said. "We actu- the best way for students to be in sors who are mainly heard in religion
or philosophy classes and small discithe city of Lynchburg. We need to ally pay for 14-16 meals. I only eat touch with the administration.
"A good working relationship with pleship groups headed by professors.
build a relationship with LC." He eight to 10 meals a week in Marriott.
"We need real spiritual growth for
stated he would also like to see LU's We're paying for more than we're the administration is paramount,"
Bailey added. "You have to earn the answers to questions," he stated. "One
SGA get involved with LC's student actually receiving."
government and plan some activities.
Also, Bailey would like to lower right to be heard. You have to respect of the biggest things SGA can do,"
"This doesn't mean that we'll go to the age for students to live off cam- them in order to be respected. Also, Bailey concluded, "is to provide clear
LC and beat them over the head with pus. He also stated that juniors and you must be persistent in getting the and definite leadership with leaders
the Bible," Bailey stated. "It simply sophomores should be able to attend desires of the student body across to who can establish a good rapport with
Polls open April 3,1990 at 8:30 a.m. and Close at 9:00 p.m.
means that we must build a relation- the church of their choice rather at- them and be willing to handle the the administration and be visible to
the student body."
ship with LC and the community."
tend the 8 a.m. Sunday morning as system."
News Editor

Bailey concentrates on 'student's rights'

Your Vote Counts

]

The Liberty Champion
Positions Now Available
for 1990-91 School Year
•Editor in Chief
• Opinion/Feature Editor
•Sports Editor
•News Editor
•Photo Editor
•Copy Editor

•Managing Editor
•Assist. Opinion/Feature Editor
•Assist. Sports Editor
•Assist. News Editor
•Advertising Manager
•Ad Layout Manager

Please submit a resume and a letter of
application to the Department of Journalism secretary.

It's Time To Join The

Pickett
Line
Experience:
President high school class four years
Operations Manager at WLBU Radio
On activities council sophomore year
Treasurer Alpha Lambda Delta
Brandon Pickett: Creative leadership for LU's exciting future!

Vote Pickett for President

Wanted!
To sublease 2, Three bedroom
apartments in the
Boonsboro area
May 15-August 15

Call 237-6215
« r i i 111 iiii111 H I lYtnYi'ti'Ai'

"Your Complete Christian Book Store"

Christian Book Shop
17 Wadsworth Rd.
The Plaza 845-9056

Tapes

C . D.'s

Books

Bibles

Gifts

C o n t e m p o r a r y Music

Hours:
9-6
Mon. - Fri.
COUPON

Buy 1 t a p e and get the

2nd at 1/2 price
*Valid only with this coupon
We accept Master Card and Visa

Seniors
Check your graduation status!

Here's your Checklist
1.) Get copy of your graduation
contract from the Records
Office
2.) Bring it with you to the bookstore.
3.) Purchase your^
graduation
announcements
4.) Order
regalia

Liberty University

Bookstore
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LIGHT team delivers two tons of Bibles to Eastern Bloc
By DEBBIE REECE
Champion Reporter
For LU sophomore John Griffin,
the LIGHT campaign to Eastern Europe was not only an overall success;
it was also a rewarding, eye-opening
time.
He was one of the thirty-five students in the group that ministered in
West Germany, Hungary, Romania
and the U.S.S.R. during the 11-day
, period.
During the trip the team was able to
deliver 10,000 Bibles, visit with approximately 500 Romanian youths,
minister in a Russian public school
and visit an underground church in
Russia, Vernon Brewer told LU students in chapel last week.
Griffin, on hisfirsttrip to Eastern

Europe, was one of a group of six used to serve us tea cost them a whole
who visited an underground Russian day's wages."
During the day the Romanians took
church which met in a small house.
About 80 people attended the meet- the LU students sightseeing to places
ing; the majority were women and such as Nikolae and Elena
older people. Griffin described the Ceausescu's house and told them
pastor as an "incredible, humble man stories about life before and during
who had spent a total of 18 years in the revolution.
prison for his faith."
The youth rally, which was the first
The most rewarding part of the trip to be recognized officially although
for Griffin was spending a day with a there had been rallies held before,
Romanian family. "I was impressed attracted teens from throughout Rowith how unselfish the Romanians mania. Griffin described the youths
were. It made me want to be more as "real excited," with many urging
the LIGHT team to come to their
giving and unselfish."
One example of their generosity churches on its next trip. They were
was the meals they served the LIGHT also eager to exchange addresses with
team. "They served us several courses the LU students even though many
which probably meant they had to go could not understand English.
"I became aware of how God is
three or four days without eating,"
Griffin said. "Even the linens they working in the world," Griffin com-

mented on being in Germany on the
day of the national elections and in
Hungary the day the troops pulled
out "I was living in the middle of
history," the social sciences education major added.
He was surprised by the Soviet
people: "They were nicer than I
jX3>*i*-****4
thought they would be. I'd always
thought of them as cold and serious."
Griffin also said, "Perestroika and
Glasnost were not the cause of the
Eastern Europe revival but the result
of it"
Overall, the trip went smoothly
with no holdovers or major flight
delays, according to Griffin. Brewer The 35 LIGHT Team members who went to Eastern Europe during
reported that even the payment of spring break stopped for a picture in front of the Kremlin.
$200 in overweight charges was minimal for transporting the two tons of Selah '90:
Bibles.

X

Yearbook makes deadlines

Steve Camp makes first visit to Liberty
By DOUGLAS R. DEMPSEY

from his 10 albums. Camp has also
Champion Reporter
been nominated for several Grammy
and Dove awards.
Grammy and Dove award nomiCamp's latest album, "Justice,"
nee Steve Camp will bring his spe- features the talents of James Taylor's
cial brand of music ministry to LU back-up band and string arrangethis Saturday at 7:30 p.m in the ments by Elton John's orchestrator
Multi-Purpose Center.
Paul Buckmaster. The album showDuring the last 10 years Camp has cases Camp's piano-based pop muhad more than 20 top ten singles, sic style with a central message about
including eight number one songs the holiness and mercy of God put

into action in the lives of Christians.
Camp has performed concerts for
such distinguished guests as Princess
Anne and the Royal family as well as
for benefits like Fishnet and Americans Against Abortion.
Despite his impressive credentials,
he feels Christian music has a long
way to go.
"We're expanding and broadening.
It's exciting to see us change but we
still have a long way to go," he said.
Camp, bom and raised in Illinois,
said Christian music has a hard road
to travel before gaining the same
credibility as its secular counterpart.
"I hate to say this, but we don't
have that kind of talent yet. Why
should the devil have all die good
music? We want to take it back/'
He is influenced by diverse per-

By DAWN WALKER
Champion Reporter

formers like Bob Dylan, Keith Green
and Bruce Springsteen.
Along with working to improve
Christian music, Camp assisted in
the Christian music industry's
CAUSE (Christian Artists United to
Save the Earth) project. The project
was designed to feed people suffering from famine. Also he is currently helping victims of AIDS. He
recently set up an organization
called A.C.C.T. (Aids Crisis with
Christians Today) which supports
local ministries to AIDS patients.
"The church has a problem. It
doesn't know how to handle this
(AIDS)," Camp said.
All tickets for the Steve Camp
conceit are $3 and are available in
the Demoss ticket office or at the
door the night of the concert.

After enduring changes and budget cuts, this year's edition of the Selah
yearbook went to the printer last month and is due to return sometime in early
May.
Jennifer Ferrell, editor in chief, is pleased with what she has learned from the
work and with thefinalproject. "I have learned a lot, and the group of editors
and staff have been wonderful. We have all grown very close," Ferrell said.
"This year's book went through many cutbacks and yet we persevered,"
Photography Editor Jody Barker said. He explained that the yearbook had to
cut 20 pages from last year's 416 to a current 396 pages. He also explained that
the number of color pages was also reduced. However, expansions were made
in the sports section. Sports editor, Paul Jiminez, had to deal with putting the
72-page section together.
The yearbook also changed from dormitory photos to individual photos.
"This caused a great deal of confusion attimes,"Barker explained. "There
were a lot more photos to identify than before."
The biggest change was the use of the computer for all the total layout of the
yearbook. The Jostens Company of Topeka, Kan., which publishes the Selah,
now deals with complete desktop publishing. "Last year we had only 48 pages
By BEN LAFROMBOIS
on computer disk but this year we had to deal with sending everything on disk,"
Barker explained. Thayer Boltham was hired to help with the layout because
Champion Reporter
of his knowledge of the Macintosh desktop system.
The Liberty University Intercollegiate Debate Team is currently ranked
"It was definitely a learning experience," Barker said. "We all worked really
number three in the nation. To achieve this ranking Liberty has competed
hard and pulled a lot of all-nighters," . Others who were instrumental in the
with 2,300 teams from 147 universities.
By LAURA GREGG
changes in tuition instituted through- book's production were copy editor Nancy Schaffer and Lab Technician
Editor
out the entire university," Fields said. Norbert Hennrich. "We had a closer staff that worked well together," Barker
The team of Eugene Han and David Kester will be competing in the
"I expect it to enhance the quality of added.
I National Intercollegiate Debate Tournament in CarroUton, Ga., starting
Other important contributors included Selah advisor Glenna Fields and
Despite
recent
rumors,
the
univerthe program because under the con1 today through April 2. This is the second consecutive year a team from LU 1
l has traveled to the national tournament.
1 sity has not cut its aviation program, tract they would have to have enough photo advisor Mikie Survant. "Without Mrs. Fields and Mr. Survant, the staff
I The top five teams in the nation are George Mason at number one Dr. Dennis Fields, vice president of instructors to accommodate students. would have had a hardtimemeeting the deadlines," Barker said.
1 Dartmouth, second; LU, third; Emory University, fourth; and University administrative relations, recently It also gives us a broader offering of
Despite the changes and confusion at times, mis year's Selah staff was
stated.
the types of aviation."
-I of Iowa, fifth.
honored by receiving the PICA award from the Jostens Company. This award
"What we are changing is the
The two Cessna 152 trainer planes recognizes the staff for meeting every deadline ontime.'This is something we
I The ranking is figured by point totals earned at tournaments. The ranking
I is unlikely to change Lisa Lundquist, varsity debater and team captain, administrative part of it, instructors which the school owns are consid- have not done at Liberty in years so we are very excited about receiving the
stated. "There is practically no way to lose the ranking." Brett O'Donnell, and so forth," he explained. "We will ered the Cadillac of flight training award," Barker said.
still be offering an aviation minor equipment, Fields said. However,
team coach, also said it would be "really tough to move up."
No matter how the teamfinishesit has had success at a very high level of will be restructuring in that we will Liberty does not currently have
WAFFLE
competition. This success is due to the "overachievers" which comprise the no longer have our own instructors." enough equipment to offer certain
The school will be opening the types of instruction, including trainCONE
team O'Donnell explained. He continued, "We compete against people with
high school experience which makes our job doubly hard." Three of LU's program to bids from instructors who ing on a multi-engine airplane. The
Now through April 30,
PARLOR
are currently part of FAA 141 ap- restructured program will improve
varsity debaters have had no high school experience.
1990. GetaWaffle cone
^ T i m b e r l a k e Plaza"
Intercollegiate debaters compete with teams composed of two individu- proved programs, which means they this area.
for only 99$. (Offer
7703TIMBERLAKERD
als. Liberty has two varsity teams comprised of Lisa Lundquist and Michael are fully certified pilot training flight "It gives us a closer, tighter quality
valid with coupon
LYNCHBURG VA
schools.
FAA program," Fields said. "NothHall and Eugene Han and David Kester.
237 1851
only).
"They will be supplying all the ing is changing as far as what we are
Three Junior Varsity teams are made up of Tom Walker and Sherry Smith,
Hours:
Mon. -Sat. 11-10
Melanie Henson and Charles Kester and Mark Denham, Amanda Graham, planes so there will be no changes in doing for the students. We are just
HERSHEY'S
Sun. 1-9
the fee structure other than the changing method."
and Tim Behrens.
The three novice team members are Jim Sorenson, Tim Edwards, Jeanette
Lucandono, Michelle Mom ss, Rebekah Savass, Lance Howe, Dan Beeze,
Sabrina Everts and Audrey Rejsky.
Lundquist explained, "Each person has his own strengths and weaknesses, but we are the team as a whole. It pulls the team together."

Two LU debaters headed
to national tournament

Aviation program altered

TCE CREAM

YOGURT

fi Summer Job rf
Virginia Beach
Join tti< Staff

The Salon for men
women and children

VME*MfflRMN
hr t timtw of
hui Work, in 4 Jfcwttlitm

990

Our "Summer School"
Pays You $3,400

Students - train with our "Buddy Platoon" this summer and be back
in school this fall. You'll be lean, mean, and have the money you need to
start the year out right.
The Virginia National Guard gives you the money for school, and we
give you the time. Following Basic and Advanced Training, our members
train one weekend a month and two weeks a year with their hometown
IF W M w-nMtM-reD,
'utmixiutife:
804« 428-7731
units.
Positions Available:
Eligible male high school juniors, seniors, and college students can
Every Day Low Prices
10-14 Room Tenders
earn as much as $33,000 in pay and educational benefits during a regular
5 Laundry Service
Hair cuts only $6.88 and up
4 Porters
enlistment.
1 Children's Hostess (Certified Life
We take walk-ins and
This is the day the Lord hath
Saving, Lead Aerobics,etc )
We offer great programs like a $2,000 cash enlistment bonus. $4,000
appointments
4 Office Clerks (Type 50/60 w.p.m.)
made we will rejoice and be
in state tuition assistance, $5,000 from the New GI Bill, up to $10,000 from
2 Night Auditors
Ask for Personnel, Mrs.Eagan
glad in it
the Student Loan Repayment Program. $12,000 in pay, and a whole lot
237-4214
South Port Mall
(804) 428-7731
Psalms 118:24
more.
Hurry because there are a limited
"No one else has had the broad range of leadership involvement
number of seats available at our
Jeff's had - not just in SCA as class president and as a senator, but
as LIGHT president, sports and singing teams. I've watched him
"Summer School" Call your Virginia
lead: he's good, and he's uniquely qualified"
Army National Guard Recruiter before
Lance Price
Senior Class President
you miss out!
"Jeff has a heart for people and is very ministry oriented; he would

9

F-9vrM
s
Hair Company

&*}^4,

definitely bring a real sense of approachableness and excitement to
SCA."
]oel Willitts
Freshman Class President
"He has the leadership and drive to make an incredible difference if
elected. I don't know of anyone else who has the potential to do
what Jeff Bailey could do."
Rodney Huffty
Youth Quest President

Makinffa Difference

'NAlG

Sergeant Ron Ritchie
Lynchburg
947-6647
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R e c o r d labeling t a k e s r a p
By JEFFERSON GRAHAM
USA TODAY Wire Service

The battle over labeling records
that have "objectionable" lyrics is
erupting into a full-blown war.
Country singer Emmylou Harris
testified last week in Nashville against
a labeling bill in Tennessee. Meanwhile, across the South, record chains
pulled rap records by 2 Live Crew off
shelves, following arrests involving
the sale of "As Nasty As They Wanna
Be."
Twelve state legislatures have bills
pending that would, in effect, make it
illegal for minors to buy many albums
or attend some concerts without an
adult Another seven states have legislation in the works for possible introduction in 1991.
Lawmakers and conservative parent groups say their aim is to "save
our children." Musicians and music

industry officials say the laws are
anti-free speech and violate the First
Amendment.
'The music is no different from
what Eddie Murphy does on stage,"
Luther Campbell, 29, a.k.a. Luke
Skyywalker of 2 Live Crew, said.
"It's joke material. Our audience can
identify with it."
It was no joking matter last week in
Sarasota, Fla. A 19-year-old recordstore employee was arrested on a felony charge for selling a 2 Live Crew' s
record to an 11-year-old customer.
"People my age are saying there's
something wrong. It's time for society to say, 'There are certain things
wecannotaccept,'"Republican Florida state Rep. Joe Arnall, said. 'Teen
crime, pregnancy, suicide, bizarre and
violent behavior — it is all reflected
in a lot of the current music."
The labeling bills generally call
for a yellow sticker on album covers

to tell parents the album contains songs
that mention one of the following:
suicide, incest, bestiality, sadomasochism, sexual activity in a violent
context, murder, morbid violence or
illegal use of drugs or alcohol.
Different states have different laundry lists of social ills — Oklahoma
adds adultery; Florida, violent racism;
Iowa, satanism.
Many bills prohibit the sale of stickered records to minors and make the
violation a misdemeanor or, in some
cases, a felony. A retailer caught selling an "objectionable" record without a sticker could conceivably serve
time in jail.
The labeling applies to compact
discs.cassettes and vinyl LPs equally.
The nationwide legislative fury
began earlier this year with Missouri
state Rep. Jean Dixon, 41, a conservative Republican who says she listens
to classical and Christian music. She

lobbied lawmakers in other states
where bills are now patterned after
hers.
The music industry called her lyrics bill censorship. "We aren't censoring anything," she said. "We're
just telling the consumer what is in it
before they buy it."
Veteran rock manager Danny Goldberg, (Bonnie Raitt, The Allman
Brothers), calls Dixon's bill the "result of a radical, demented mind who
is out of touch with American culture."
The state legislatures with pending
legislation are Arizona, Delaware,
Florida, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri,
New Jersey, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee and
West Virginia.
The seven states working on "lyric"
legislation are Alaska, Delaware,
Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska and New Mexico.

Military schools face discrimination charges
One state-funded military college proudly admits women
By LARRY FRICKS
USA TODAY Wire Service

DAHLONEGA, Ga.—Armed with
the 1964 Civil Rights Act and charges
of sex discrimination, the U.S. Department of Justice is assaulting the
all-male bastions of two Southern
military colleges.
As a result officials at Virginia
Military Institute and The Citadel may
want to take a lesson from the only
other state-funded senior military
college recognized by the Department of Defense North Georgia College in Dahlonega.
"We have a different developmental model than the Citadel and VMI,"
North Georgia College spokesman
Marc Cutright said. "Women are in
the world, on military bases and in the
Army. And women are in the military
program at North Georgia College."
Coed cadet life has been around for

17 years on the North Georgia campus, which butts up against the south
side of this small town in the foothills
of northern Georgia's Blue Ridge
Mountains, about 65 miles north of
Atlanta. Dahlonega claims to be the
site of America's first major gold
rush.
The confrontation at VMI in Lexington, Va., and The Citadel, located
at Charleston, S.C., centers on nearly
150 years of segregated male tradition that began two decades before
the Civil War. But these heritageproud, single-sex institutions are not
favored to survive the recent siege by
women applicants seeking admission
to the two schools.
The final outcome on those applications could determine the future of
federal and state funding for both
institutions.
North Georgia College officials say
their policy of admitting women into

the cadet corps since 1973 when the
school turned 100 years old is in tune
with the real world where a modern,
sexually integrated U.S. Army must
survive and win.
All male students residing on campus must enroll in four years of Army
ROTC. Currently 500 of the 2,200
students enrolled at the liberal arts
institution are cadets. Twenty of those
cadets are women who volunteered.
Service commissions are optional, but
a cadet on a military scholarship
contracts to serve some active military duty.
In 1973, the year ROTC programs
nationwide began accepting women,
the first female was admitted into the
North Georgia cadet corps.
The male cadets from NGC appear
to agree a gender integrated military
college has more positives than negatives.
"We feel we are the real military

school because we have the women,
and they perform just as they are expected to in the Army," said Lt. Joe
Raines, 22, a recent North Georgia
graduate.
Lt. Col. Ben Legare, a spokesman
for The Citadel, which was founded
in 1842, will comply with the investigation being conducted by the Justice
Department into sexually discriminatory admission policies.
VMI called in reinfocements to respond to a similar Justice Department
letter dated Feb. 20. Virginia Attorney General Mary Sue Terry filed a
lawsuit on behalf of VMI, asking the
U.S. District Court in western Virginia for a declaratory judgment that
the all-male college is not in violation
of federal law.
VMI spokesman Tom Joynes said
the legal battle between Virginia and
the United States could drag on for
years.

Priceless paintings swiped

Stolen art paints grim
picture for thieves
By Joanne Zipperer and
John Larrabee
USA TOD A Y/Wire Service

BOSTON—Thieves whopulled
off the biggest art theft in U.S. history March 18 will find their loot
impossible to sell, art experts said.
Missing from Boston's Gardner
Museum are works by Rembrandt,
Edgar Degas, Manet and others.
"A theft of this dimension is unprecedented in this country," arttheft expert Constance Lowen thai
said. "And I suspect the thieves are
going to have a rude awakening" if
they try to sell the stolen works.
"Some of the paintings are so
rare, it's very difficult to put a
value on them." Museum curator
Karen Haas said. "I would say in
the hundreds of millions."
The Verm ecr is one of a handful
in the United States and among
only about 30 in the world.
Museum spokesman Doug
Kirschen said the artwork — part
of the museum's permanent collection — is priceless because it
can't be replaced.
The museum is distributing pictures of the items in hopes they will
be recognized, Haas said.
"We're very much concerned
with having the pictures seen over
the world so wecan get them back,"

she said.
The FBI maintains an art-tracking network by registering photographs and descriptions of stolen
artwork.
The In ternational Foundation for
Art Research gets reports of more
than 1,000 theftsayear. Therateof
recovery is 12 percent.
Foundation officials said there
are about 32,000 pieces of stolen
art that have not been recovered.
Boston art dealer Barbara
Singer said that she doubted that'
the paintings would ever surface.
"They will probably just disappear into a private collection," she
said. "It sounds like someone knew
what they were doings"
FBI agents said die heist was engineered by at least two professional thieves who entered the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum
early that Sunday after convincing security guards they were policemen.
Once inside they tied up the
guards, who were found unhurt
when cleaners discovered the theft
about seven hours later.
Kirschen says the building has a
state-of-the-art security system.
The Gardner Museum is a former mansion built at the turn of
the century by Isabella Stewart
Gardner.

SUMMER '90 JOB OPPORTUNITY
GREENFROG CONSTRUCTION
Five construction jobs available at
Randolph Macon College

Starting rate $6.00 per hour.
$8.00 per hour for experienced tuck pointers.
10-12 hours per day. Six days per week.
Contact J i m Horton 237-6215

Scholarship offer misleading
USA TODAY Wire Service

VERMILLION, S.D. — The U.S.
Postal Service imposed temporary restraining orders on all mail sent to a
firm promising students a scholarship
for a $60 fee.
San Diego Postal Inspector Richard Schlueter said the postal service
filed a complaint against the Academic Council on Financial Assistance for misrepresentation. ACFA
Supervisor Monica Howe said the
firm would not comment on die restraint
Schlueter said the ACFA appears

C O B B L E R ' S BOOT
SHOP
ALL TYPES SHOE & LEATHER REPAIR

Mon. & Sat. 8-5
Tues. thru Fri. 8-6
HON HAWKINS
8W542

m

JER3r

to be a government agency because it
gives a Washington, D.C., return
address. However, that address is only
a mail drop, and die company is actually located in San Diego, Calif.
The firm's mailings make it appear

that students are applying for scholarships directly through die ACFA, but
die fee really buys a list of possible
scholarship sources. The ACFA guarantees students at least one scholarship of $300 or more or a full refund.
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DON'T

Crist Motel

A SINGLE

Free Limo service from airport and
to Thomas Road Baptist Church
and Liberty University
Air fares to t

(804)237-2986
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Keep informed about the changing world
around you in NEWS, see how to prepare for
your taxes in MONEY, keep on top of all the
action in SPORTS and get the latest trends in
film, fashion and fitness in I.IKE.
Sign up now by completing the coupon, or
call us toll-free at I-800-USA-0001, and ask
for Operator 513.
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USA AT PLAY

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG SCREEN TV
PLUS RAISE UP TO 1,400
INJUST10DAYSM! Objective: Fundraiser Commitment: Minimal Money:
Raise $1,400 Cost: Zero investment Campus organizations, clubs, frats, sororities call OCMC: 1(800)9320528/1(800) 950-8472, ext.
10

Advertise In the Liberty
Champion's Classfleds
only 10C per word. Contact
the Champion at 582-2471
or Send to Box 21095

_ . - —

USA TODAY!

Lynchburg. VA 24601

1981 SUZUKI 250T, street
bike, good helmet included,
asking $300.00 Call 3327103 after 6 p.m.

__._

vmtitei !r

First Class Economy

Classifieds

Fashions of 1990
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Liberty Rates
2815 Candler's Mountain Rd.
Lynchburg, VA 24502
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START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.

4 YES, PLEASE SEND ME USA TODAY fOR
TERM CHECKED BELOW.
Choose your savings:

Apply for Army ROTC summer leadership training. Youll develop confidence and decisiveness essential for success. And youll qualify to earn
officer credentials while completing college.

ARMY ROTC
TWO YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOUCAN TAKE.

Q52 weeks for $87.10
(Save $42.90)

Namc_
Addre

"
City/Statc/Zip_
I'holKt

U39 weeks for $65.25 p a y m e „ t method:
•JCheck Enclosed (payable to USA TODAY) QBillme Charge my: UV1SA QMC UAMEX
J 2 6 weeks for $43.50 Credit Card #_
.
T—r
Exp. Date
MAIL TO: U
Signature Ui paying by credit card)
Subscription Prote&sing,'
(Save $21.50)

Q13 weeks for $21.75 For faster service, call 1-800-USA-0001,

Contact Captain Thomas
582-2595

WE

(SaVC $ 1 0 . 7 5 )
IV IV W A V

ask for Operator 513

Same d*> mill and IKNIIC delicti) **atlat>Ji m sdet-Urd ,jcaj Mail Jcluci) available ihioujihuul ihc USA Savings bawd u
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Lockout
ends, fans
forget
quickly
News: On Mon., March 19,
major league baseball players and
owners signed a four-year agreement to end the 32-day lockout of
spring training.
^^~—~
Views: The new Kevin M.
pact, which allows
Bloye
exactly 17 percent of
all players with two or three years
of major league service to file for
salary arbitration, will affect about
15 players each year, according to
union and owner estimates.
Timeout. A 32-day lockoutover
15 players? It just goes to show that
the lockout was nothing more than
a senseless battle of egos that has
once again blackened the eye of our
country'sbclovcd national pastime.
Baseball has never been more profitable; but as more money filters
through the system, the greed will
only increase. Where will it stop?
Maybe it's time the fans retailiate
against this nonsense that seems to
take place every four or five years.
Who is the real loser in a any stoppage of baseball? The fans, the
people that pay for Pascual Perez's
$1.5 million a year contract. And
while a baseball stoppage is certainly not the end of the world, it
eventually results in increased ticket
prices for the faithful fans.
On April 9, opening day, everything will be forgotten, and the fans
will pack stadiums all around the
country to watch their S3-million
heros. Both the owners and players
will give the "We're sorry, you're
the most important part of baseball" speech to the fans and all will
be fine in baseball land - until the
hew contract expires, that is.
Idle thought: I wonder if players
I representative Donald Fehr has ever

even picked up a baseball bat
News: According to reports from
the News and Daily Advance,
basketball coach Jeff Meyer's contract will be renewed another year.
Views: Maybe the rumor mill
around campus will slow down a
litde. How many times have we
heard about former Philadelphia
76er star Bobby Jones coming to
LU? The newest rumour had Julius
"Doctor J"Ervingsuceeding Meyer.
Maybe "Hoosiers" star Gene Hackman would be interested. KareemAbdulJabaar? John Wooden? Have
a "name," have a resume, you're in.
Seriously though, LU is not interested in another basketball coach,
and neither is it in need of one. So
maybe Meyer's teams are 21-34 in
die last two years, but die transition
to Division 1 was not expected to be
easy.
What Liberty's basketball program needs is a new home court
(look at all that red clay on your
shoes and know that it's on its way)
and a conference to compete in
(could take years). Without a conference, LU will almost have to go
undefeated in a season to be invited
to die NCAA Tournament
; News: Duke, Arkansa, UNLV
and Georgia Tech are die representatives in the Final Four Uiis weekend.
• Views: Only certain words can
describe Uiis year's NCAA Tournament: unbelievable, phenomonal,
incredible! March Madness has
never been so good.
Who can forget how an unheard
team from Northern Iowa hit a threepoint bomb at the buzzer to stun Big
Eight giant Missouri in the first
round? Or how Loyola Mary mount
rebounded from die on-court deadi
of superstar forward Hank Gathers
to completely destroy 1989 champion Michigan and eventually advance to die regional finals ?
Who would have predicted Uiat
Ball State and Xavier would have
advance to the Sweet 16? The only
bad thing about the tournament is
-that it will end Monday.
r
Quick Pix: Arkansas over Duke,
:UNLV over Georgia Tech
1990 NCAA Champs: Arkansas
Editor's Note: Michigan State
was robbed and I'm still in (ears.

sports
The dawning of a new era
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Flames distance runners dominate in first LU meet
By TIM SEARS
Champion Reporter

Injuries and annoying rain tried to ruin die inaugral
track meet at LU, but the Flames would not let a litde rain
and organizational problems ruin their first day in die
spotlight
The "guts" award for the day belongs to Steve Hurst
Hereceived third place in die men's 1500 meters, despited
being spiked by another runner. Somehow Hurst finished
the race, butrightafter, he went to die campus medical
office, and he received 6 stitches in die lower leg.
"The doctors said I could have easilyrippeda tendon,"
Hurst said, "I was lucky...I'll be able to run next week."
Hurst's performance and injury typified the day for the
Flames. The temperature was in die low 40' s throughout
the day. Rain kept pouring on die track throughout most
of the meet, and die chilly winds did not help the runners'
times. Yet, somehow the adiletes buckled down and perform well in front of the Liberty fans.
"It was deadly to perform in front of a home crowd,"
middle distance runner Damien Bates said.
The home crowd may have been the factor Uiat turned
a miserable day into a day of standout performances.
"The distance runners couldn't have done any better,"
Long Distance Coach Jake Matdies said.
In die ultimate test of distance in track, Mike Shupe ran
25 laps (10K 6.2 miles) around die new track in for a
personal best time of 31:26. Head track coach Brant
Tolsmasaid Shupe ran really well, and it was a good thing
he ran earlier in die morning and missed die rain.
"I was really impressed with Shupe's 10K," coach
Matdies said. "It was a personal rec ord and a goodtimeon
any day."
None other than senior Ray McClanahan led a pack of
LU runners to first, third and fifth places in the 1500
meters. McClanahan broke the 4 minute mark (3:59.1).
Hurst managed to survive; his time was 4:05.6. Freshmen
LU's Lynn Atwood races towards the finish line in Saturday's first- Damien Bates, recruited from Ireland,finishedfifthwith
phrtoby :rtn0orr
ever track meet at Liberty.
'
a time of 4:06.5.

In die 800 meters, it was a blur of red and white back
uniforms across die finish line. Brent Squires received
first with a time of 1:54. Scott Pooch was right behind him
witii 1:56. Joe Easterhousc finished fourth with a 1:57
time.
The coaching staff was happy with die long distance
performance, but the rain probably had the biggest impact
on die sprinters and die field events.
"This is not the kind of meet to get goodtimes,"Tolsma
said. "Basically we did not get a good chance to see much
of anything with die weather conditions."
But, Tolsma was impressed with Eric Carroll's performance in die 100-meter hurdles. Carroll managed to
finish in 14.22 seconds.
"If we had good weadier we would have seen better
performances," assistant coach Aaron James said.
The weather may have been a performance factor, but
the fact it wasfirstmeetatLibertyadded to the hectic situation.
Coach James, who was also in charge of organizing the
first on campus Liberty Invitational, said, "I can not say
it ran smoothly because this is die first meet... The
weadier was big factor, and it made us move slower."
One of die initial organizational problems was the lack
of aPA system, but James quickly solved die problem by
finding access to one.
Anodier problem was timing. Dr. Philip Captain was in
charge of inexperience timers. Mistakes were made, but
as die day progressed die timing crew was more accurate.
"It is going to take a while to work die bugs out,"
Tolsma said By the end of die day Captain was pleased
with the improvement.
Captain was not the only one who saw improvement.
The Duke coach, who is on the head of die NCAA
comission , said die meet went very smoothly.
Runner Brett Lawler probably summed up the day's
events best: "Despite the weadier, it was great to watch
a meet here on own track."
Next week the team travels to North Carolina for the
Raleigh Relays.

Netting a winning season

Lady Flames' Poole
Consecutive shutouts lift LU tennis to 7-4 wins four first places
By TIM SEARS

By MARVIN HAMLETT
Assl News Editor

The Liberty tennis team improved
its record to 7-4 witii consecutive
shutout wins over Roanoke College
and Ferrum College last week.
Led by die freshmen duo of Eddie
Bongart and Andre Patton, LU established die momentum early, sweeping every set in die singles matches
at Ferrum last Thursday.
Bongart, the No. 1 seed, cruised
through his singles match 6-4,6-2 to
remain undefeated at 11-0. Patton,
seeded second, also won in straight
sets 6-1,6-0, improving his record to
9-2.
"I always try to keep up witii Eddie
(Bongart)," Patton said, admitting
tiieir friendly rivalry.
In other singles No. 3 seed Kris
Gouin won 6-3,6-0. Fourth-seeded
David Scoggin, die team captain,
also won by die scores 6-3,6-0. No.
5 seed Dan Balasic won 6-1,6-2, and
No. 6 seed Scott Binion triumphed 60,6-1.

Champion Reporter

"I feel we'replaying very well now. season." He has also admitted this
We're finally playing up to our capa- year's team is the best tennis team
bilities," Bongart commented.
Liberty has ever had.
Liberty struggled more in doubles
Bongart sees aday when LU's tencompetition but eventually prevailed. nis team surpasses all expectations.
The Bongart-Patton team won 6-4 in "I'd like to see us in the NCAA (tourthe first set but needed an extra game nament)," Bongart said.
to win the second set 7-5.
Liberty hosted Roanoke College
LU netters Bobby Carl sen and Dave last Tuesday, recording another shutMaxwell then teamed up for a come- out.
from-behind 3-6,6-3,6-1 win. The
In singles play, Bongart lost the
Binion-Balasic combination also opening set but came back to win 4needed three sets before salvaging a 6,6-1,6-3. Patton made easy work
close 6-0,2-6,7-5 win. Ferrum fell to out of his opponent, winning 6-3,61-2.
0, but Gouin needed three sets to win
LU now needs only five more wins 6-0,5-7,7-6. Scoggin, Balasic and
to obtain its first-ever winning sea- Binion all had iteasy with straight set
son
wins.
In 1988 die Flames finished 10-10
Liberty continued it dominance
in their last year in Division 2. In their dirough the doubles competition as
first year of Division 1 competition Bongart-Patton, Gouin-Scoggin and
last year, diey had a 9-9 record despite Binion-Balasic all recorded straight
a considerably tougher schedule.
set victories.
S i x th-year coach Carl Diemer, who During spring break Liberty played
has coached die tennis program since an invitational at Orlando, Fla. The
it inception in 1985, said, "Our num- Flames had to play six games in five
ber one goal is to have a winning days but still left with a 4-2 record.

The FIRST place finishes by
Tonya Poole made the FIRST home
track meet special for die Lady
Flames atLU Saturday.
Poole was die dominant performer for the Flames. She receivedfirstplace in die 100 meters
(12.12) and the 200 meters (25.9).
She was also a part of the winning
4 X100 women's relay and the 4 X
400 relay.
Poole's "first thirst" had a positive effect on her teammates.
Cheryl Nashfinishedfirstin both
die 1500-meter run (4:48) and the
800(2:21). Karen Eisemann finishedfirstin the 3000 meters with
a personal record of 10:12.
Not only did die Lady Flames
take several first place finishes, but
in many events many first place
winners were challenged only by
their teammates.
Lynn Atwood finished second
behind Nash in die 1500 meter wim
a time of 4:51. Atwood also fin-

ished second in die 3000 meters behind Eisemann.
In the 800-meter run, Urlene Dick
finished in second place with a time
of 2:25 while Carrie Siegel was third
finishing (2:26).
Otiier second place finishers for
die Lady Flames were Tiffany Brizzi
in the shot put and Alyson Ayers in
the javelin throw.
The Lady Flames were thrilled to
run well at diefirsthome meet.
"There is nothing like running
when your friends are tiiere, your
teachers are mere and everybody
else is tiiere cheering for you,"
Atwood said "It was great to run at
home. It is a great facility."
The first meet was exciting, yet
the rain diminished some performances.
"It is difficult to get warmed up,"
Atwood said. "Many decided not to
race. On a day liketiiatit is easy pull
a hamstring or something. The rain
can also affect you mentally."
The team travels to North Carolina next week for die Raleigh Relays.

Star QB shuns Miami, signs with Liberty
By TIM SEARS
Champion Reporter

In the winter football recruitment
"war" Liberty snatched up 15 prospects. Many top-ranked schools including national champion Miami
were after Liberty's signees.
Eric Schuster, a graduate assistant
who coaches running backs said, "It
is die best recruiting year LU ever
had."
The prize catch of die draft may be
quarterback Damone Camerone from
West Palm Beach, Fla. Schuster said
Camerone was such a hot prospect
that coach Dennis Erickson of die
Miami Hurricanes tried to talk Camerone out of coming to Liberty until die
final day of signing.
Anodier member of die "Florida
connection" was wide receiver James
Mc Knight of Apopka. Alabama head
coach (former head coach of die
Phoenix Cardinals), Gene Stallings,
said McKnight was the best player he
has seen on film.
McKnight has blazing foot speed
and leaping abilities. His best 40yard dash time is 4.4 seconds, and he
can jump 22 feet in the long jump.
His highest in die high jump is 6 feet
and 7 inches.
Aldiough LU picked up two offen-

sive weapons in McKnight and
Camerone, Schuster said "The only
area we might have lacked is die offensive line." The biggest additions
were made on die defense. Schuster
said, "The defense is very solid. It is
definitely the most improved area."
The defensive line was bolstered
wim die addition of 6-5, 285 pound
defensive tackle J.D. McDuffie of
Gasden, Georgia.
However the Southeast was not the
only geographic area of concentration. The team went west and picked
up six recruits from Texas including
defensive tackle Curtis Nivens (65,285) from Houston, Texas.
Two local high school stars who
signed with Liberty are expected to
make a significant impact in the years
to come..
Jason Woods, brodier of LU linebacker Johnny Woods, was die first to
acknowledge that Liberty was his
choice for college. Another Lynchburg native, Tim Hahn (6-5,220)
alsocommiued to die Flames.
The coaching staff is excited about
all the new recruits. In fact, Schuster
believes many of die players will make
an immediate impact. He said all 15
recruits are capable of making die
starting roster.
Obviously die dawning of die Ru-

tigliano Era attracted many winning
high school stars, but Schuster also
emphasized mat these recruits have
moretiianathletic prowess: they have
character.
A prime example is defensive linemen Bobby Walker (6-1,260) from
Osceola, Fla. He was an academic
All-American at Central Florida High
School with a 3.8 G.P.A.
Tight End Gary Zeinert (6-4,210)
from Atacosa, Texas was both an AilAmerican student and an all-state
football player.
The hopeful LU stars are also dedicated Christians. The highly-touted
Camerone, oddly enough, is an ordained minister.
McDuffie plans to benefit from
Liberty's religious education and is
expected to major in youth ministries.
"Spiritually these kids and tiieir
character are top notch. They really
love home, and tiiey come from strong
backgrounds," Schuster said.
Aldiough Liberty will be widiout
many of their top 1989 performers
including offensive standouts Charles McCray, Paul Johnson, and Eric
Green, die future looks bright and the
Flames are eager to improve onlast
season's 7-3 record.
LU football signees include: Eric

Autenreitii (6-3,225) offensive guard
from Houston, Texas; Damone
Camerone(6-0,190) quarterback,
West Palm Beach, Fl.; Dwayne
Cars well (6-3,225) running back,
JacksonvUle, Fl.; Jeff Carter (6-3,
235) defensive lineman, Dallas,
Texas; Dion Cook (5-8,170), Comerback, Houston, Texas; Tim Hahn (65,220) linebacker, Lynchburg, Va.;
John Hurst (6-2, 205) linebacker,
Winter Garden, Fl.
Vincent Kyle (5-10,190) running-

back, Converse, Texas; J.D. McDuffie (6-5,285) defensive tackle,
Gasden, Ga.; James McKnight (61,170) wide reciever, Apopka, Fl.;
Curtis Nivens (6-5,285) defensive
tackle, Houston, Texas.
Corey Rice (6-3,225) linebacker,
Montezuma, Ga.; Bobby Walker (61,260) defensive linebacker, Osceola,
Fl.; Jason Woods (6-1,200) linebacker, Lynchburg, Va. and Gary
Zeinhart (6-4,210)tightend,Atascos,
Texas.

Flames announce 1990
Football Schedule
Date

Opponent

Sept. 1
Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept 22
Sept 29
Oct 6
Oct 13
Oct 20
Oct 27
Nov 3
Nov 10

Kutztown
at James Madison
Southwest Texas State
Morehead State
at VUlanova
Delaware State
Youngstwon State
at Towson State
Samfurd (Homecoming)
at Central Florida
North Carolina A&T

•All home games will start at 1:40p.m.

19$9 Record
1-9
5-4-1

5-6
5-6
8-4
7-4
9-4
2-8
4-7
7-3
5-6
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Homerun Barrage!
Four LU dingers drop W&M, 15-7
By JEFFREY A. COTA
Asst Sports Editor

It seemed like the 4th of July at
Worthington Field on Thursday, and
Liberty supplied plenty of fireworks
as it tagged William & Mary for
eight runs in the first inning and
added four home runs on the day to
pound the Tribe 15-7.
The eight-run first inning was
highlighted by a towering solo shot
over the scoreboard in left-center by
Todd Samples to put the Flames up
8-0.
"I don't even want to mention my
home run. I might jinx myself,"
Samples said. "Coach (Bobby
Richardson) gave me the green light
on 3 and 0 (count), and I said, 'What
the heck.*"
Shortstop Doug Brady started
things off in the first inning blooping
a two-run double to centerfield while
Phil Kulp plated two more with a line
drive double down the first-base line.

The Flames' ace, Frank Speek,
continued his winning ways and simply overpowered the Tribe. In six
innings of work Speek gave up one
run on two hits to improve his record
to 4-1 on the season.
"Frank could have gone all the
way (the full nine innings) today, but
it was decided before the game that
he would only go six innings so he
could pitch on Tuesday," Richardson
explained.
"This was one of my better days;
everything was working for me,"
Speek said. "I tried to bare down on
Gatti (Steve) more because I knew he
could send one out (homerun)."
In the seventh inning, Lance Price
came on to relieve Speek and ran
into trouble in the eighth. The Tribe's
Adam Geyer sent a 1 -0 pitch over the
left field wall. Linch then relieved
Price andpromptly balked in one run
and hit the next batter to score another run.
"The bullpen is our biggest weak-

nessrightnow. We are hitting well,
but our relief doesn't seem to be able
to put the game away," Richardson
said.
The Flames ended the game like
most 4th of July shows by sending
off a barrage of fireworks. William &
Mary's Ryan Ford entered Liberty's
half of the eighth inning (after relieving Tom Logan) and was greeted by
John McClintock who hit his first
home run of the season to put the
Flames up 11-5.
Brady drew a walk and then stole
his sixth base of die year. He scored
when fust baseman Todd Swisher
connected for his second homer of
die season. The next batter, pinchhitter Mike Kreider, slammed his first
home run of die season with a shot
over dieright-centerfieldwall.
Flame's first baseman Todd
Swisher continued his hot hitting
going 2 for 4 with 4 RBI's.
Liberty improved its record to 9-8, First baseman Todd Swisher awaits to tag a William & Mary runner in Thursday's contest at Worthington
while William & Mary fell to 5-11-1. Field. The Flames pounded out 15 runs and 15 hits to coast to an easy 15-7 victory.
photo by Jeffrey A. Cot*

Men spikers place fifth in EMC Tourney
By JEFFREY A. COTA
Asst Sports Editor

The LU men's club volleyball
team played "die best it has all year"
as die Flames finished fifth in die
eight-team Eastern Mennonite College Invitational in Harrisonburg
campus on Saturday.
LU looked unstoppable in die first
round against die University of Virginia as die Flames rolled over die

Cavs in the two-game series, 15-12
and 15-8.
In die first match against UVA,
Liberty quickly took a commanding
lead behind team captain John Kurtz
and senior Mark Denham. The
Flames took die lead widi a crushing
kill from Denhan while Kurtz stuffed
a Cavalier spike to give LU a 6-2
advantage.
Danny Coupland and Denham put
diefinalnails in the UVA coffin to

Spring lockout will
result in inferior play
By TOM GAGE

final year, or only year, of a contract
They're die ones who can't afford a
slow start because a slow start all too
Somebody's going to ——j—r~ often mushrooms into a bad season.
get hurt. It is inevitable. AHBiySlS
The other players affected by die
Some pitcher will get a *~"——— lengtii of die lockout are die nontwinge in his shoulder because he's roster invitees and those who are on
throwing too hard too soon, or a hitter die major-league roster for die first
will pull a hamstring as he advances time. With six weeks of spring trainfrom first to third on a single. And ing, a rookie has plenty of time to
when someone gets hurt, someone make a good impression. But with
gets cheated — and diat someone is tiiree weeks, he won't be able to get
die snowball rolling.
you, die fan.
The season itself has already been
You'll be watching an inferior
product on diefieldthroughout April, altered—not just by die fact Openpaying for it, cheering for it and ac- ing Day has been delayed a week,
but also by the makeup of the teams
cepting it.
General managers are crossing tiieir coming out of spring training. The
fingers dialtiireeweeks will be enough pressure will be on die pitchers more
to get a team in shape. For years, than die position players. Some arms
we've accepted die fact that spring might be resilient enough to be ready
training must be six weeks or more in three weeks; others may not be.
because die pitchers need work. And Most players will be careful, if not
diere must be 30 exhibition games so cautious, about die next three weeks.
that when die regular season begins, But caution won't be enough when
die players are finely tuned. Hog- competitive urges take over.
Someone is going to get hurt.
wash.
Threaten die players' salaries, jeop- Chances are it will happen in a cold
ardize die owners' revenues, and sud- climate in April, a raw game in die
denly spring training can transformed mist at Fenway Park or die snow
into a tiuee-week venture as if it's flurries at Wrigley Field. If diere's a
some new wonder product from toll to be paid for die lockout, it will
Amazing Discoveries. The players be paid in pulled muscles.
For discounted quality, will you
most affected by die length of die
lockout will be die older players in die pay a discounted price? Not achance.

USA TODAY Wire Swvic*

IceCream Parlour

40 flavors of Hershey's Ice Cream and Yogurts
Fine Deserts • Sandwiches - Croissants - Hamburgers Pitas - Hot Dogs • Pizza
4915 Fort Avenue • 237-7825 • Hours: Mon- Thurs 11:30 • 10:00
Frl, Sat 11:30-11:00 •Sunday 1:00-10:00

\ Golden image
TANNING SALON

Hurry! Call now for an appointmentl 237-8262

-LIMITED SPECIAL9201 Timberlake Road (Behind McDonald's)

seal die win for LU. Coupland
nailed a shot between two defenders to give die Flames die game
point Denham followed suit widi a
bullet to give Liberty a victory in its
first match of die tournament, 1512.
Virginia kept die second match
interesting for die first eight points.
However, die Flames put a quick
end, winning by seven points.
The Flames split a pair widi
Washington and Lee University in
die second round, losing 15-12 in
diefirstmatch and winning 15-8 in
die following contest.
The top two teams in die division
met in third round to decide who
would be die number one seed
going into die semifinals.
The crowd was treated to die best
matches of die day when Liberty
and Eastern Mennonite (both entering die diird round widi 3-1 records
at die tournament) squared off.
The Royals shot out of die gates
quickly and took a commanding 81 lead. LU did not give in, however, and rallied to take a 11 -9 lead.
Jim Woolace provided Liberty widi
two quick points when he blocked
an EMC kill attempt and sent a
scorcher of his own to make it 9-4,.
Kurtz sent a crushing spike over
die head of an EMC defender to
force a side out Robb Egel ded die

Flames Win Five of 11 on Road

score at nine when he sent a kill beMarch 7
tween two defenders. EMC gave up
two straight points thereafter to stretch
8
die Flames lead to 11-9.
The Royals did not give up and
9
turned in a rally of its own enroute to
claiming a 15-13 victory in die first
11
match.
Liberty needed to pull out a win in
12
order to salvage a place in die semifinals, but die Flames were unable to
12
come up widi die prize and dropped
die contest 15-12.
13
"This is die best we have played all
season," head coach Buck Simmons
14
said. "We have improved dramatically. At die beginning of die season
15
we could not even hold a candle to
some of these teams."
16
LU had one last chance however,
when it had to play a de-breaker
17
match against UVA to decide who
would be die number two seed.
The Flames never got off die
ground as die Cavs sped off to a 14-1
lead, that included diree straight UVA
aces. Liberty looked as if it may challenge Virginia, but it was short-lived.
The Flamesralliedfor six consecutive points, but UVA finally sealed
die victory 15-7toenddiedayforLU.
"We certainly can't be ashamed of
our performance today," Pyke said.
"Our setters did not play very well
today, but I was pleased widi our
overall performance," Simmons said.

LU 12 Winthrop 3, WP- Price, HR- Kulp, McKay
3 RBI's
Citadel 10 LU 3, LP- Speek, HR- Robbins. Robbins
2 RBI's
Jacksonville 9 LU 1, LP- Toburen, LU hitters 5 hits, 12
strikeouts
LU 14 Wis.-MUwaukee 2, WP- Price, Mason 3 for 3,
3 runs scored
Pennsylvania 5 LU 4, LP- Johnson, Two-out bottom
of 9th homer stuns Flames
LU 9 Rhode Island 6, WP- Swisher, HR- McKay, Samples
4 for 5
Indiana 13 LU 8 (10 inn.), LP- Syrjala, McKay 4 for 5,
Swisher 3 RBI's
Rollins 7 LU 5, LP- Linch, Samples 4 for 5, Rollins scores
3 unearned runs
LU 16 Pennsylvania 13, WP-Price, HR-Mason, Flames
block latefieldgoal attempt
LU20 Indiana 1, WP-Speek, Speek strikes out school record
14 batters, Swisher 5 for 5,4 runs, 4 RBI's
Rollins 3 LU 1, LP-Toburen, HR-Robbins, Rain postpones
game after 4 1/2 innings

Electrolysis..*
let it work for 7011.
Electrolysis has worked for over 100 yean.
Let it work for you. Have that unwanted hair
removed from your upper lip, chin, face,
eyebrows, bikini line, breasts, and other parts
of your body, permanently.
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Experience makes a difference!
Bring this ad in for $5 Off First Treatment
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Licensed. With Over
13 Years Experience
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Attention
Seniors
Before you cross
that platform in May,
there is one more
important thing you
should consider.
Seniors and all other students
interested in a job with the
Federal Government are
urged to attend:

Federal Government Seminar Day
April 4, 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
At David's Place
Sponsored by the Federal Office of Personnel
Management, the seminar will feature such topics
as: job openings, completing applications, and
internships. A question/answer period will follow
the discussion.

For more details stop by the
Career Center DH 164

24 Hour
Video rentals
$2.00 per video
with Staff or
student I.D.
&

•<?

Featuring:
Focus on the
Family - Children
Series • A series on
demons • A series on
The New Age movement
• and much more

Liberty University

Bookstore
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galkry.

Business as Usual

Cooper Taylor

Searchin' high and
searchin' low for
tomorrow's stars
...Search 90
photography by Jeff Smith

John Lowe

Kristin Abrahamsen

Lead singer for Excathedra, Kal Schanz
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